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HIS MASTER'S VOICE

GERMANY'S WAR LORD

1JJ00

CALIFORNIA

Killing Three.

Some Serious Indications That the Imperial Gov
Will Select Brazil for Decisive

-- L

l2'p llpzjh

MlS

-

W--- r

Trial of American Fealty to

hood Conflict.

FIRF DESTROYS MAIL CARS ENTERPRISE BANK REPORT

Frisco Sleepers Run Into Car Ship Subsidy Bill Is to Be
of Terra Cotta Throwing
Voted On Before
Out the Passengers.

INTEGRITY OF THE ABHORRED MONROE DOCTRINE
Action of Officials and Utterances

ON IN SENATE

Passenger to St. Louis Both Sides Doing Their
Runs Into Freight,
Utmost in the State-

BOUT WITH UNCLE SAM

Unmistakable

FIGHT NOW IS

TRAIN WRECK

SEEMS SPOILING FOR

ernment

NUMI1EK 91

of Well

EXPLUSION

AT BIG STEEL WORKS SECRtTARY TAFT

TO COMMITTEE

Known German Authors in Connection With Brazil
'

and The Monroe Doctrine.
oars

ftPol

Washington, D. C. Feb. 14. The on the black eagle flying over Brazil.evidence Is piling up In the State De-- i ian territory, and Germany is a worliartuient that Germany has delibe- shiper at the shrine of colonial emrate intentions against the integrity pire building.
t
If It could be done with safety, toof the republic of Brazil.
Department officials view quite ser- morrow, the kaiser would find a preiously recent indignities heaped upon text for quarreling with Brazil, and,
when the quarrel ended, the Hohen-zollern- s
Brazilians by the kaiser.
would have added another
An example, only a few weeks old,
la the nmpudent manner In which stretch of territory to their possessI he commander of the German war- ions.
The kaiser, however, cannot domship Panther landed an armed froce
on Brazilian soil and arrested a Brazil- inate Brazil until he has knocked over
ian subject, suspected of deserting the Monroe Doctrine. If his naval
from the kaiser's army. Some time enlargement program means anything
before this a German gunboat calmly on earth it means that he proposes,
ateamed up the Amazon river and pro- within a few years, to test the docceeded to take reconnolterlng observa- trine and also trade supremacy with
tions, in direct defiance of interna- arms.
GermanB are continually preaching
tional usage.
Captains of small warships do not against the Monroe Doctrine as standlo such things as these unless they ing in the way of their Brazilian amknow their action will be received bitions. Dr. Walther Kundt, a Gerwith satisfaction by their superiors. man authority on Brazil, has recently
Germany would never think for a sec- written: "It Is not to be expected
ond of duplicating this behavior in that Germany can yet make herself
.any other country. The only reason felt energetically in Brazil. But when
it was done in Brazil was to show German interests are established
the half mllllcn Germans there that here ,the imperial government must
Emperor William is looking after support them with greatest vigor. As
tfnem and regards their new country for the Monroe Doctrine, it rests on a
antiquated
foundation,
as already
to him- thoroughly
which will give away to another forself.
After the trouble Germany is taking eign policy by America."
Prof. Schmoller, of the University
to colonize Brazil, to bind the republic to the fatherland economically, of Berlin, has declared:
"We must
and to show the German 6ettlers that see to It that there is a German coun
ho kaiser has a parental eye on them try of from 20,000,000 to 30,000,000
it Is not common sense to suppese Germans in Brazil within the next
that Germany is without any ultimate 100 vears. Unless its stability Ib guar
anteed by warships, with the possibil
desire to annex the country.
Germany wants Brazil because her ity of forciblo German intervention,
future as a colonial power depends such a development is endangered.
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LOUISIANA MOVES

MANY MATTERS FROM

MINERS' HEADQUARTERS
ganization who has been charged with
malfeasance in office?' The president
of the district alleges tnat Inasmuch
as he was elected by popular vote of
tho miners in the district, he cannot
be removed from office except by the
same power. I hold that the regular
district convention has full power to
impeach and remove from office any
official who may be charged with neglect of duty, disobedience in office, or
violation of instructions."

Feb. 14. The special
scale committee of the union anthra
cite mino workers, to which had been
committed the duty of presenting to
the. operators the demands of the men,
has completed Its work and everything
is now practically in readiness for tomorrow's conference. The exact nature of the demands has not been
made public.
New York,

PRESIDENT

MITCHELL SAYS

DOLAN

CAN BE REMOVED.

MINERS' AIR BLASTS ARE
CAUSE OF EARTHQUAKES.
Houghton, Mich., Feb. 14. Many
miners are resigning their positions In
the copper mines in this vicinity, owing to continued earthquakes from air
blasters, which have now become so
frequent and dangerous that miners
fear for their lives. Dishes have been
broken in many instances and shocks
have become so frequent that many
residents are planniug to move from
the district.

Pittsburg. Pa., Feb. 14. The Pittsburg district miners' convention reassembled here today with President
National
Patrick Dolan presiding.
Vice President Lewis rend a letter
s.
from President Mitchell to the
In this letter Mitchell deals
with the existing controversies and
says:
"The question involved is, 'Has the
regular district convention of mine
workers the authority to impeach and
remove any official of the district or
dele-Kate-

CHINA, MOROCCO AND

0THE& FOREIGN STATES
Ixjs Angeles. Feb. 14. Edwin H. wages of 80H employes during the ten
were closed.
The
Conger, for many years United States weeks the works down
factory was shut
November 30,
minister to China, and who is staying1 and a shortage of coal was given as
ut Pasadena this winter, is quoted as' the reason. The court in rendering
raying: "Tho United States should j its judgment said it was not lack of
warn China against a repetition of the. coal which induced the closing, but
it was the high price, and it found
Jerrible riots of a few years ago. A that
this was not a, good reason.
ihow or our warships should be made
jo impress upon the government of ROJESTVENSKY TELLS
China that the troubles must not be
OF HIS LATE FLEET.
repeated and will not be tolerated. I
Si. Petersburg, Feb. 14. "Perhaps I
;im hatished that serious trouble will
eonic. but I do not expect thai It will am guilty to some extent for our deespecially against the feat and perhaps my subordinates did
lie directed
( 'iiiii-States. I believe it will be dl- - not do all they might have done, but
reeled against tha reiguing Mancliuj at all events we, who fought the batdynasty. The most violent disturb- - tle, were not thieves," said Admiral
ances win lie l:i tne southern pro- -' Rojestvcnsky, who addressed the imvinces and will endanger all foreign perial technical society yesterday eveinterests. Americans within the zone ning upon tJie causes of the defeat, of
of the rebellion are liable to be hurt the Russians in the battlo of the Sea
In lore they can get out and that is of Japan.
Tho admiral made no specifications
why the I'niled Slates should let China
know that it will not tolerate for an regarding the rascality In the conand equipment of the ships,
Instant anything inimical to the Inter- struction
but he commented ut length upon the
ests of its citizens."
destructive effect of the heavy Japanese shells which, when they exploded
HOPE AGAIN FELT AT
ALCECIRAS CONFERENCE. in the water near the Russian vesFeb 14 The nil nation at sels, cracked the plates and opend
leaks while those which struck
;ueciras ha asaiu changed. There great
is "a possibility of a way yet being the Russian ships squarely were as
French destructive as mines.
found to trim; 'he German and
ement, though the
rivals into an
UNION PACIFIC PAYS
exact nature of the suggestions which
DIVIDEND.
have been ma!" by tbe neutral powNow York, Feb. 14. Tho directors
er are not ma public.
of the Union Pacific railroad today declared a
RUSSIAN COURT GIVES
dividend of 3
per cent on the company's common
A PECULIAR VERDICT.
.
This is an increase of one-ha1.
Considerable. stiw-kWarsaw. Feb.
cal,!,J by ,h of 1 per cent as compared with the
comment
declaration.
The
minimal court at
Judgment or a.dividend of 2 per
.ordering , the regular
Widaewo. near
to !"' the cent was declared on preferred stock.
Conic. thread fact r
j
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NO MORE GENERALS

FOR GOOD HEALTH

PRESIDENT McCALL

MADE LIEUTENANTS

IS REALLY SICK

State Board Meets, 'Attended Highest Army Officers Are Sinking Spell This Aiternoan
From All Parts of
Much Exercised Over
Causes, Great ,A!arm.
the Mate.
Clause in
Doctors Say

Special to Evening Citizen.
J
ashlngton, Feb. 14. Both the friends,
foes
of Joint statehood are marand
shalling their forces in the senate to
day preparatory to starting; the fight
in dead earnest. The minority report
on the bill ha3 not been presented, but
it la expected that Senator Patterson,
who returned today from New York,
will use the memorial against Joint
statehood, 'which he previously
as a minority report.
Bocretarjr J. W. IUynolds of New
Moa.cu .mi today for some, Joyous
over his victory.
pre-s,epte- d.

CURRENCY COMPTROLLER
ON ENTERPRISE BANK
Washington. Feb. 14. The comp.
t roller of the currency has received
the first report of the receiver of the
Enteriu-IsNational bank of Alleghen
Pa. The receiver classifies the assets
of the bank as allows:
r
Assets good, bad and doubtful,
$2,199,629.
Liabilities given aa 3.

MISSOURI PACIFIC MAIL
CARS DESTROYED BY FIRE.

Kansas City, Feb.

Fast mail

14.

OBJECT TO LAST YEAR'S WAY ARMY APPROPRIATION BILL HIS RECOVERY IS DOUBTFUL train No. 7, westbound, on the Missouri Pacific railway, which left St.

I

ii

Fort Scott, Kas.. Feb. J4. St. Louis
San Francisco passenger train No.
118, northbound, was wrecked at Columbus, Kunsas, early this morning.
Harry Roundtree, of Fort Scott, ex-- ..
press messenger, nnd a newsboy,
whose name is unknown, were burned
to death. An unknown passenger
dropped dead while trying to rescue
the crew.
George Woods, the engineer, was badly hurt, and W. F.
Kunyan, fireman, sustained a broken
leg.
The passenger train ran into a
string of box cars that had broken
loose from n freight train and had run
back onto tho main line. The entire
passenger train except the sleeper
was burned.
&

All

e

Louis, at 3 o'clock this morning, was
at Gasconade bridge, twenty-seve- n
Water Recepticals and Pools in Abolishing Rank ot Lieutenant Proceedings to Be Instituted to wreckedmiles
east of Jefferson City.
Three cars were lltched, caught fire 130,595.
'
State Must be Securely
General, With Retirement
Recover Contributions. Made
and were destroyed. Several members of the crew were hurt, but no one SENATE WILL VOTE
Screened.
of General Bates
was killed. The train was made up
by New York Life.
ON SUBSIDY BILU
of five mall cars and one baggage car.
Washington,

Washington, I). C, Feb. 14. The
Lnkewood, N. J., Feb. 1,4. Although
highest officers 'of the United States John A. McCall, former president .of
army are waiting with considerable the New York Life Insurance comInterest for the decision of congress pany, was resting comfortably today,
in regard to the clause Inserted In the his physician says he has very little
Army Appropriation Bill, which reads: chance for recovery. The nature of
"Provided, further, that when the of- McCall'a complaint is said to be liver
fice of lieutenant general shall he- - trouble.
come vacant. It shall not thereafter) Later McCall had a sinking spell
ie i:ieu, uut saiu onice snail cease this afternoon from which ho rallied,
but his symptoms greatly alarm his
and determine."
That such a change was intended, family.
was more or less expected by army
effieers, on account of the detail, t MONEY TO BE RECEIVED
FROM OFFICIALS LIABLE.
the urgent request of Secretary Taft,
New York, Fob. 14. Recommendaof Brigadier General J. Franklin Bell
as chief of staff of tho armjr,.JTfce ef- tions that legal .proceeding be instifect of this assignment to dnty in tuted to recover contributions made
Washington of an officer to w:hora by the New York Life, were submitted
there were six major generals and a to the trustees of that company today
lieutenant general senior, was to keep by tho special Investigating commitgeneral away from tee headed by Thomas P. Fowler, It
the lieutenant
Washington, and in command of a mil- is recommended that the money be reitary division hitherto considered the ceived from such officials and trustees
proper command of a major general. as the counsel shall decide are liable
therefor.
It was exepcted that General
appointment ns a lieutenant
general and General Hell's detail to CHICAGOAN WEDS INTO
PHILADELPHIA FAMILY
duty as chief of staff would bring
Philadelphia, Pa.', Feb. 14. The
about the conditions which ls shown
by the disposition of the House Mili- wedding of Miss Mary H. Hanlon,
tary Committee to abolish tho office daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Felix Hanof lieutenant general.
If the clause lon, and Charles Donald Townsend,
is approved by congress It will go a prominent broker of Chicngo, which
Into effect when General Rates retires took place at the Roman Catholic
nnd will prevent General Cotbin from Church or the Gesu, this morning,
was one of the most brilliant social
becoming a lieutenant general.
affairs held In this city for many
year. The rector of the church, the
WILL CONLfcY HANG
Rev. Cornelius Glkspie, assisted by
priests, performed the marOR BE REPRIEVED several
riage rite.
Miss Hanlon's father Is an ImTHE GOVERNOR WILL HAVE DE- mensely wealthy leather manufacturer
and he spared no expense to inako the
CIDED THIS QUESTION BY TOwedding as magnificent as money
NIGHT NO HOPE FOR LIFE IM- could
make it. The church was filled
PRISONMENT.
with Invited guests and after tho wedding a wedding breakfast was served
Will John Conley, sentenced to die at the Hanlon residence
on the gallows February lti, for the street and Gliard avenue. on Sixteenth
murder of James Redding and a comMiss S. Townsend, Bister of the
panion, he hanged Friday or not?
bridegroom, was the maid of honor,
up
This question is now
for final and the matrons of honor were,
settlement before Governor Hagerman George Donald Tutt of Overbrook Mrs.
anc
by
paper
and
is in the Mrs.
the time this
Shanley of New
hands of The Evening Citizen readers York. J. Roosevelt
T. Raymond Finucana
of
Conley will have been informed of his Huchrsicr
acted as best man. The
fate. In snfuL-ints.f th, nmltfi. rtf
were
Felix
ushers
Hanlon,
L.
Clifford
commuting the sentence to life im- - J
Iiuckiiani of New York, George Donald
i'i iBuuiiieiii nnu oi ine granting or a Watt, J. Roosevelt Shanley, George
reprieve to the condemned man Gov- Ferguson
an I M.
ernor Hagerman said:
fier of Chi ai;c.
ibis
"The decision In the ca.at U already The young anrrri?i .uipb
evening
on
bridal :o;ir of tlio south
made. Conley is sentence,! to hang.
It is simply a question of whether 1 and will make tluir home In Chicago.
shall grant a short reprieve.
I have
not yet fully decided the matter in BROOKLYN YACHT CLUB
VILL ELECT OFFICERS
my own miud but I have not lon.T to
N.
Y.,
consider It. I shall make my decision
Brooklyn,
Feb.
11. The
known in ample time before the exe- Brooklyn Yucht Club will bold its ancution so that if a reprieve were nual meeting this evening, and an
granted til sentonr... ,.f f!n luv mnlit animated session Is exacted.
The
be delayed. However I do not know meeting will be held at the Hotel
wnat net ion I shall ta!;e.
Clarendon and will be important, as
While it Is .thought that a reprieve he ullic. rs f r the coming year will
will be granted Conley, ail hopes of be elected and the rac ing program for
PHILADELPHIANS FIGHT
eventually saving the l;le of the the year decided upon. The ticket
BATTLE OF TWENTY ROUNDS
momei man seems to Lave le(.n piv-e- n which will be voted ou at the electiou
up by the man's
Philadelphia. Pa.. Feb." II. Hurke
'.ids and lawheaded by Borough President Bird
yers.
a
twenty round!
and Mello.ly will finht
s. (.'oh r. ulrt is .slated for commodore
)
Club at!
battle before the Tuxed
elected.
ami will undoubtedly
North EHsington this evening. Many
Money Market.
program
The rcL'at'i corniniltee's
sportsmen from New York, Baltimore)
N'
Y:;rk. F
14
Money on call, ! r the yiar Is file most elaborate In
and other cities are here to witness "Marty. 5 per ent prime mercantile tin club',- history. It contemplates a
I
the fight.
Paper. 4ralt.i: Bilwr. Ml".
on t'le lower bay, the
viei-l- .
of ra.-c-s
oci an races for the I.lpton Cup, from
itran'M'inl Bay io Bermuda, and the
race i.ir the Brooklyn Cup. from New
niilo course
Roc belle over the liGo
back to Gravesend Bay; several races
around Sandy Hook Lightship f ir the
ireii ral flee: and the usual contests
In conjunction with the Gravesend
I; iv R.ic.ing Association.

Alexandria. La., Feb.
14. The
Health Conference, which was called
by Dr. C. H. Irion, president of the
States Board of Health, to consider
matters of public nealth with particular reference to the prevention and
suppression of epidemics, like the
yellow fever epidemic of last year,
opened here today with a large attendance, and every section of the
state well represented. The conference promises to be of great interest
and importance and will mark the
opening of the sanitary campaign
that Ls to be Waged in this stale Iroro,
now oh. The delegates attending the
conference represent not only the
medical fraternity of the state, but
practically every interest. It is hoped
by Dr. Irion and the other members
of the State Hoard of Health tnat this
conference will have far reaching results and that it will eventually lead
to the most perfect sanitation this
state has ever known. It is proposed
that a uniform plan will be adopted
whereby every house in Louisiana infected last year will be thoroughly
fumigated and every open receptacle
or container of fresh water throughout the state will be properly screened before the advent of early summer. It is also proposed to invoke
the aid of every planter whose place
was infected last year and nave him
agree to fumigate and screen cne
cabin on his plantation; this cabin
to be set aside for use as an Isolation hospital should there be a
of the fever on the
plantation.
Dr. Irion has had' several conferences with the chief officials of various railroad companies In this state
and they heartily ppraved of his plan
and promised t'iieir certain heip anu
support.
Another most iniortant feature of
the conference will be the mapping
out of a uniform plan of action which
will afford the greatest protection to
the public health with the least interference with the business interests ol
the state. Many of the most prombankers, planters
inent merchants,
and public officials in various parts
of the state have already promised
to supiKirt, in every way possible,
the campaign which tho conference
Fliould agree on, and the presence of
a large number of merchants, manufacturers, planters and officials from
all parts of the state give proof cf the
seriousness of their promises. Among
the medical members of the conference are many of the best known and
most prominent physicians of the
state nnd many of them have come
prepared to give the conf. renee the
beuefit of their experiences during
the epidemic f last year. The conference will be in session two days.

ll,

SECRETARY TAFT TALKS
FOR THE. PHILIPPINES
Washington, Feb.
14. Secretary
Taft was before the senate committee
on the Philippines today and was examined, by Senator Hale concerning
the ueuefaetioijj vhvA tnj FHipl'.tOhava received from congress.!

EXPLOSION OF DYNAMITE
AT ILLINOIS STEEL WORKS.
Chicago, Fob. 14. An accidental
explosion of dynamite killed one man
and injured seven t the Illinois Steel
works tottaj! ,

Coppe rand Lead.

New Tork, Feb.

14.

Lead,

$5.2b5.a0; copper, quiet,

quiet;

$5.95.

DEATH RELIEVES
HER SUFFERING

FEBRUARY

1.

1 Special to The Citizen.
Socorro, Feb. 14. After two
'
weeks suffering untold pain, the
little daughter of Sargeant Rob- ert Lewis or the territorial
mouued police, died at the home
(T of her parents
In Socorro this
'" morning as the result of
burns
she received n February 1, while
burning some weeds In tho yard
H in the rear of the house.
The
funeral will take place probably
4 tomorrow. Mr. and Mrs. Lewis
receive the theart felt sympathy
'" of the community.
""
The story ls one to elicit the
greatest sympathy. The child was
burning some weeds In the yard,
ii when her dress caught fire. The
lower limbs were severely burned
before tho firo could be extin- gulsiied. At first it was thought
that the burns would not prove
fatal, but they were more serious
f than
supposed.
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THE PITTSBURG MINERS' FIGHT
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GREAT GATHERING FOR
KING OSCAR'S FUNERAL
The funeral
nl.au' n, Feb. 1
King
';
has been set
ia'
i v
iimatiun tor the Kith of
ii.r.

preparations
The
in mourning and the
wlinif c
of the funeral will bo,
m ami i:'i(
xBELUfi-ftA- M
v
th.' high regard which
i x; ri
p Usburg, Pa.. Feb. 14. Vice Ptc-dAfemptj t oust Preside it Dolan and tin' pfi.'; !, of ail classes bad for the
of the I tilted Vie.. Presi.l..t t..n
dert Then.
of visitors from
i of the dls-- I
late kitu :. Tliuu-and- s
'i.t...'t..
irict. union
Mine Workers, l.a- teen re'.resetitin
i.f Firope are congregating
by
all
a
e,i- - liminarv
com-President Mitchell duriiri tne
UK' already filled
by
am I t,i- I, (:-iri.,No. 0. ivian Friday.
Sious Of tile lll.iotl
to ov f! 'A) lllg.
t
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CANADIAN

IMMIGRATION
ASSOCIATION AT WORK
Winnipeg, Man., Feb. 14. The third

LITTLE DAUGHTER OF SARGEANT
LEWIS DIES FROM BURNS RECEIVED

',5

FORTIFICATIONS BILL
'
GETS FIVE MINUTES
Washington, Feb. 14. A consideration of fortifications was read in tne
house today, the bill being taken up
for amendment under tho five minute
rule.

Spelter.
St. Louis, Feb. 14. Spelter held at

annual meeting of the Western Canadian Immigration Association opened
In the Board of Trade rooms here this,
The attendance is very large
t ' morning.
and the members seem to take more
Interest In the work before them than
4 tver before. The meeting ls of great
'i Importance Just at this time, on account of the fact that a large immigration Is expected this year and It is
necessary to prepare for the unusually
large influx of colonists. Low, railj road rates will
be agreed on and the
railroads leading to tho nothwest will
S be urged to. assist in the task of attracting immigrants of a desirable
class to the western parts of Canada.
' It is proposed to
continue the association for two more years at least
and to map out a program for thla
' ' year.
After the morning session the
adjourned
for luncheon.
f delegates
There will bo another meeting in tha
afternoon, but the usual banquet In
' the evening will be omitted tills year.
,

I

j

'4

Wool Market.
14
Wool

St. Louis. Feb.
tteady, unchanged.

market

MANY VALENTINES SENT

TO MISS ROOSEVELT

'

v.-

0

14. Immediately
routine business
had been disposed of today, the subsidy shipping bill was laid before the
senate and its consideration resumed
with the understanding that it would
be voted upon before adjournment.
Galllnger offered a number ofamendments on behalf ct the merchant marine committee. One of them limits
the number of officers and men In the
proposed naval reserve to 10,000.

Feb.

after the morning

PASSENGERS HURLED INTO
SPACE BUT NONE KILLED.
St. Ix)uls, Feb. 14. While coming
Into St. Louis at forty miles an hour
this morning two sleepers on the
Frisco train took a elding, tore loose
from the train and crashed into a box
car loaded with terra cotta. The passengers were hurled pell-mebut
none were injured beyond reclevlug
bruises.

Washington, I). C. Feb. 14. it wast The arrival of thlrt enormous and
bo expected that the numerous rather unexepcted addition to the regfriends and admirers of Mis Alice ular mail caused something like
conRoosevelt, and she has thousands of! sternation at the White House. Sevthem In every state in the Union,! eral clerks detailed by Secretary Ljcb
would not allow St. Valentine's Day for that purpose were kept busy openpush wunout tninking or the brlde-to-lxing and sorting the mail. Miss Rooseher charming little romance and velt found time to drop In occasionally
coming wedding, and giving some ex- and hugely enjoyed looking over somo
pression to their Interest In her. The of tiio valentines, particularly those of
Washington postal authorities
felt a humorous character.
Some of the
quite confident that the White House handsomest and wittiest she
put asllo
mall, unusually large at this time, to fchow.theni to her fiance.
would be considerably Increased by
Valentine tokens scut to Miss Rooso-velt- , VALENTINE SENDING
but tho tnormous number which
SEEMS DYING OUT
actually came through, tho malls from
New York, Feb. 14. St.
all parts of the country almost stag- Day was observed here and Valetine's
throughgered them. The exact number of the out the
ry as usual,
there
Valentines sent to Hiss Roosevelt Is did not seem to be a muchbutlnreresi
not known, but conservative estimates' In tho day as in former years. Valentilit'r, Ir n Tniru .U .n iuji
tines of all kinds were sold In tho
Kvery mail contained a number of shops during the past
weeks, but
thrsi' missives, coming from all parts the iliinand was much few
llg'.iter than in
of the I'uited States, from large cities f riiur years, and the malls were not
villages, and ad- l.y any means overburdened
ami insignificant
work'
dressed in every kind of ealrographv. on account of Valentines. with
From ail
from the mature hand writing of aj parts of the countrv it Is reimrted
busici-sman t'j the misspelled hcrawl' thit the demand for Valentines was
of Fome country school girl. Somtt far smaller than ever Injure.
Tho
of the Valentines were inclosed In' greatest demand was for very txien-sivordinary envelopes, others in large
pieces and for the cheapest, mostfancy .overs, and among the I ut wan ly comical Valentines. Comparatively
even a fair sprinkling of more elab- tew of the medium grades were sold.
orate Valentines of a docorat
The custom of ieudlng Valentine
seems to be gradually dying cut.
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Daily sad Weekly

Your Thirty Feet of

tj

at Vcmtrrtc tar tranamlMlon through tha
taila aa second elaaa matter.
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U N O NT;

Bowel-Muscle-

Praaa Afttrnoon Dlipakhaa.

Larjfut Cltj aid County Circulate.
Tk LariMt New Mnlce Circu'iiHon.
t

arpft

TERMS OF SUBSCRIPTION:

rr rr

15.

M
2.00

Daily by Carrier, 60c per month
Taa Evkniho CmrFW will h dHivrt in the
rtr at the low rate of 20 rmU rwr week, or for 60
eents eer month, whrn raid mnnlhlr.
Rates Made Known on Application

Adrerllslng

will confer a fa tot by notifrinir ua
vptt of th ppr.
mtfly on any nan-d- h
All ItHtOTS and rrmittanrm should b aHdreMl to
Tub Cttikkn riiRLWKiNO Company. Draft,
rfrwvkft, pontoffW and exprpM mony order
nm b mad payable to th order of the
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der; 6, 6.6. SmrilHnT-.tine,- ;
ftpViH : q. Acrnhn(j colon; in. Tr:.n verse colon,
11; aeweinlini
colon: tt. Sigmoid flexure; n- Krc
rum; 14. Ann. lUt duo iTium
tonttnunn with tr-inteMjnft. The stntll intestine emptie trlothe
mtl
lartre Intrttiar ft cMi n At tl.e cecum. 1 fie arrows in
the content! of the tiowcls
dkte the direction whi.:h
aiiut take la lousing tiirouijh Uie alimentary canal.

T

have thirty feet of Intestines!
What makes food travel
through them?
A set of Muscles that line
the walls of these Intestines or Bowels.
When a piece of Food rubs the walls
of the Intestines these Muscles tighten
behind It, and thus it starts a Muscle-wav- a
which drives it through the whole length
of the Bowels.
It should take about 12 hours to do this
properly, so that nutritious parts of the
food may have time to bo digested and
absorbed.
But, If It takes, twice or three times
that period the food spoils in passing, and
becomes as poisonous as if it had decayed
before being eaten.
Now, the cause of delay (Constipation)

T,

OTERO
RETURNS TO SANTA FE
AND IS INTERVIEWED ON HIS
VISIT TO SHEEP RANCH IN
GUDALUPE COUNTY.
Miguel

wtii
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vwwipany.
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rohcu.
the thrn.it to the
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A. Otero has

"Physic" like Sails, Calomel, Jalap,
Phosphate of Soda, Mineral Waters, simply flush-othe Bowels for the one occasion only.
They do not rmove the Cause of Constipation.
Moreover, they waste so much cf the
precious Digestive Fluids, In the flushing
process, that It take a bigger dose every
succeeding time to move the Bowel load.
But it is different with Cascarets.
Cascarets act on the Muscles of the
Bowels and Intestines. They act just as
Cold Water, or Exercise act on a Lazy
man.
They act like exercise.
A Cascaret produces the same sort of
Natural result that a Six Mile walk in the
country would produce.
The Vest Pocket Box is sold by all
Druggists, at Ten Cents.
Be very careful to get the genuine, made
only by the Sterling Remedy Co., and
never sold In bulk. Every tablet stamped
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Uapgeodt (no.). Drain Brokers
917 Chemical

Building, fct Louts

WANTEa
Young man, raised
WANTKD
m
farm, would like work on a ranch.

Address,

Citizen.
Highest cas:i price paid
for second-hanhousehold goods. M.
Ellison, 405 South First street. Colo,
'phone. Rod 131.
S. M.,

WANTKD

FOR HEIST

Fbfi RES'fRooms
ing.

rorhouTekeei

E24

Capital and Surplus

FOR RENT Three, four and'
houses; one furnished. W. H.
McMilllon, real estate dealer, 211
West Gold avenue.
FOR RENT Three-room- ,
furnished
tent and other rooms after the 16th,
from 510 to 15 per month. Mrs.
B. K. Norrls, 524 St. John street.
FOR SALE
FOR SALE All lots in Coronada
Place. T. L. McSpadden, 300 South
Broadway.
SELL, RENT OR TRADE ust your
property with T. L. McSpadden, 300
South Broadway.
FOR SALE Furniture and musical
Instruments; must be sold at once.
Call at 110 Hazeldine avenue.
FOR SALE OR TRADE A good busi-nes- s
for city property. T. L. McSpadden, 300 South Broadway.
post;
FOR SALE Indian trading
good location and a paying business.
T. L. McSpadden, 300 South Broadway.
FOR SALE Saddle pony; also second hand harness and saddle. W.
II. McMlllion, real estate dealer, 211
West (Sold avenue.
&
FOR SALE Cheap, Fairbanks
power gasoline enMorse
gine, suitable for small pumping
plant. Enquire J. W. McQuade.
FOR SALE OR RENT Residence,
101T, West Railroad avenue.
Darby A. Day, El Paso. Tex.
A good
FOR SALE OR TRADE
Schumaker piano. A bargain. T.
L. McSpadden, 300 South Broadway.
FOR SALE Small stock merchandise
at a bargain. T. L. McSpadden, 300
South Broadway.
("Oil SALiij A hanusome
Hardman
piano, in fine condition and almost
new, at a bargain.
For particulars, call at this office.
FOR SALE Teu lots for half their
Also, two
value. If sold at once.
cottages to rent. H. R. Sollie, at
Emmons Furniture Company's store.
FOR SALE OR TRADE Are you Interested in mines? I have some
said to be good deals. Talk with
me, T. I McSpadden, 300 S. Broadv

Ad-dre-

"It's a great relief to be free from
the responsibilities under which
have been go long. While I appreciate
the honor of holding the governor's
office In thia territory, yet It does me
eood now that I am among the exes,
Jont to rest, rest, rest. I haven't lieen
doing any thing else, since Governor
1

way.
FOR SALE

'. W. Beery, representing the John

"with headquarters In Denver, Colo.,
spent Sunday in Santa Fe, says the
New Mexican. Mr. Beery makes this
territory twice a year. He reports
Kood crop prospects In New Mexico,
juid those of southern New Mexico as

being flattering, indeed
He recently visited the Mesilla valley and fouud the farmers and horti
culturists or tnat section busily
for what they believe will be
one of the most prosperous years in
the history of New Mexico. The peo
J'lo of that rich valley expressed
themselves as greatly encouraged because of the unusual amount of moisture which has fallen during the. winter and over the early construction of
the diversion dam by the government,
Mr. Heery was at Las Crnces the
day the glad news was received of
the favorable tirras under which
is to be constructed, the people
were enthusiastic over the good work
of thecommittee of the Klephant Butte
Water Users' association, which went
to Wa.shins'on in the interests of that
The soil there is especially
V reject
adapted to the culture of sugar beels
and Mr. Beery predicts that in a few
years, beet culture will be, as in Colorado, one of New Mexico's most important industries.
He finds a positive Indication of the
prosperity ft the valley in the fact
that he has placed large orders oi
farm implements with dealers in New
Mexico. The sale of all farm imple-nent- s
by tils own and competitive
linns Is rapidly increasing iu this terg

soul-stirrin- g

e

TEN YEARS' GRACE FOR
NEW MEXICO FARMERS.
A special dispatch from Washington, dated l'eli. 11. Hi the Deliver
siiva:
The secretary of the interi ir lias
..r
aeeenle,! lh.,
water users under Uie l.easbuiir X.
M., irrigation project, by which they
will be given ten years' lime in which
to repay the government for the promised expenditure of Jl'ho.iiimi for furnishing iiddiiional water supply for

ritory.

Make
Brains

their lands.
Ill December last the secretary ac
cepted a pioK)nition from the same
persons by which Uie sum to be ex
pended was to lie returned
two
in
years, but they could not give bonds
for the peiioiinaiice of this agreement
and il was not consummated. I'nib r
the new' proposition, extending time of
repayment to ten years, it is expected
work on the project will be rommcuc
ec

a; once.

Harney Oldfield

do.K

not

believe
thai automobile track racing is dead
in spitt) of the hard knocks it has
received. "As long ,as the peoiJ
want to see that kind of racing the
game will last," says Oldfield. Hut
do the people want to see thai kind
of racing? it is dangerous to a deadly

Nature requires Allnimon
aud Phosphate of Potash
FROM FOOD.

Grape-Nu- ts
theae elements.

g!

negrte and the speed limit of auto
cars cannot lie attained
n such
tracks, the sooner such racing dies
out the better it wil be for automo
LlliDg.

v
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With Ample Means and Unsurpassed Facilities.

Extends to Depositors every Proper Accommodation,
Accounts Capital, $150,000.00.

and

Solicits

New

OFFICERS AND DIRECTORS:
President.
W. 8. STRICKLER, V. P. and Cashier
W.J.Johnson, Asst. Cashier. Wm. Mcintosh J. C. Baldrldge
Solomon Luna
A. M. Blackwell
George Arnot
O. E. Cromwell

SOLOMON

Modern bungalow, one
block from car line;
and one-hal- f
two lots, gas, electric lights, trees,
lawn, bunk Inquire C. A. Wright,
Alvnrado Indian building.
Foil SALE $25,000. rancn at a bargain; will take small property in
exchange.
Write, wire, phone or
talk with F. L. McSpadden, 303
South Broadway.
FOR SALE A good general merchandise and grocery business, with meat
market included, and buildings for
Inquire, M. Dragoie, 300
rent.
North Broadway.
FOR SALE Hotel, European plan;
20 rooms, newly furnished In new
building; best location in city; a
proposition. Reason
fine business
for selling, poor health. Address,

.

horted the audience.
It is estimated that it has cost $20,-00and a great deal of hard work to
carry on this twentieth century warfare for the cause of religion. The
campaign was the result of an effort
of the Carlstian church denomination
to Increase its membership.
This
modern sect believes in doing things
in a modern way. Its rules are very
simple. Each member is asked to
make the statement: "I believe that
Jesus is the Christ and my personal
Savior," and to follow the precept:
"Do what you please, so long as you
F. J., this office.
please to d. right."
At the close of the revival C.OOO FOR SALE $700 will buy equity in
residence on the best
members and converts in a crowded
street in the city; will rent for 45
theater partook of t'ho Lord's Supper,
month; owner leaving town. F. L
while the overflow crowd was cared
McSpadden, 303 South Broadway.
for in another hall.
double-ba- r
The Netz sisters have appeared In FOR SALE A
public since they were three years
shotgun; bran new
reled,
of age. They have refused many flatnever has been used; one of th
tering offers to go cn the stage.
best makes. Call at The Citizen of
flee for particulars.
FOR S LE A gxid paying hotel In
EXECUTED MURDERER HAS
small town. T. L. McSpadden, 300
WRITTEN LIFE FOR HEIRS.
South Broadway.
Minneapolis. Minn., Feb. 14.
FOIl SALE
ranch, plenty of
water, 20 cows, 2 good horses, harWilliams, condemned to death
ness and wagon;
house, barn,
for the, murder of John Keller of St.
etc., $3,000. N. Peach & Co., real
Paul, last April, was executed by
estate dealers, 2oSMj West Cold
hanging In the Ramsey county jail in
avenue.
Under FOIt SALE Two-s- t ty brick building,
St. Paul, early yesterday.
the new law. which prohibits the
sixteen minis; hot water heat, hot
presence of spectators at any hanging,
and cold water; gas and electric
court
excepting the officials of the
lights in each room; lot 75x142 feet;
and jail, the members of the Jury
(lose in; the best rooming and
I
Sher-Iwitnesses,
and some other legal
boarding house location In the city;
f Missen refused permits to hundreds
house nicely furnished; price and
present
of persons who wished t be
terms reasonable. Address, H. C'.,
at the hanging. The preparations
rare of Citizen.
for the hanging had been made very FOR SALE OR TRADE 2 rooming
carefully, and there was not the least
houses. T. L. McSpadden, 300 South
During his
Hitch in the proceedings.
Broadway.
,
confinement in the Jail, Williams Foil SALE A
w rote a history of his life, which covbrick dwelling in the Highlands;
.writers thirty-twpages of closely
lose in; bath, electric lights, celten manuscript. Tne history has been
lar, barn. A bargain if taken at
revised bv Sheriff Mieseu. and will
once. Easy terms if desired,
probablv lie published for the benefit
Box 21 S.
of the heirs of the executed murderer.
BUSINESS
EXCHANGE.
William met his fate with stoical res-iThe exchange man.
nat i n, anil slept well the night be- McSPADDEN
See him for business exchanges.
fore his execution.
300 South Broadway.
TO
EXCHANGE I have some ranches
CARDS
PROFESSIONAL
to trade for city property T. L.
McSpadden 300 South Broadway.
VOCAL INSTRUCTION.
I"l"
EXCHANGE
have property in
Illinois,
iowa. Missouri, Kansas
MRS. W. H. MILLS.
Colorado and Arizona to trade for
build-SoutAlbuquerque property.
Vocal Instruction and voice
lth
1
me. T. L. McSpadden, 300 South
Studio,
inir a atMuialtv.
741.
phone,
Broadway.
Automatic
Fifth street.
0

first-clas-

PORTERFIELD CO.,
Office, 110 West Gold Avenue,
Notarial

e

nine-room-

iwo-Btor-

o

l'ost-offic-

1

e

&

SANTA FE RY.

FIRST NATIONAL BANK

conveyancing.

and

ALBUQUHRQTJB,
PROFESSIONAL

N. 1C

CARDS

DENTISTS.

.v,.1
rNK
""T"

Offlean and Director.

JOBH7A S. RAYNOLDS

DR. J. E. KRAFT,

YVee

m

'"

H. T.

rirTr

.

McKKB

Dental Surgeon.
Rooms 15 and 16, Grant block, over
the Golden Rule Dry Goods company.
Both 'phones. Appointments made by
mail.
Edmund J. Alger, D. D. S.
.
No. 306 Railroad
avenue.
Office
hours, 8:30 a. m., to 12:30 p. m.; 1:30
p. m. to 5 p. m. Telephone 462. Ap
pointmcnts made by mail.

AMtetamt

Pmltat
Cubtar
Caster

DlrasaaM
V. S. DEPOSITORT.

'

?.tSSE5r?TM

Awtbortsod Capital
Paid Up Capital, Surplus and Profita

, . . nJWM
$169,00.

Depository for Atchison, Topeka A Santa Fe Railway Company

LAWYERS.
Bernard' S. Rodey.
.
ATTORNEY-AT-LAWAlbuqueruo
N. M. Prompt attention given to all
business pertaining to the profession
Will practice in all courts of the territory and before the United State
land office.
Ira M. Bona.
ATTORNEY-AT-LAW-

.

32

N. W., Washington,

oo ooooooooooooooi
.XDOciopocxxxo
President.
J.
HERNDON, Cashier.
O. N. MARRON,

D. C.

B.

The State National Bank

F street

Pensions,
lands, patents, copyrights, caveats
patents,
trade marks, claims.
letter
R. W. D. Bryan.
ATTORNEY-AT-LAW-.
Albuquer
que, N. M. Office, First National
Bank building.

ol Albuquerque, New Mexico
Capital
Surplus

E. W. Dobson.
.
Office Crcm
well block, Albuquerque, N. M.

.

$100,000.00

and Undivided Profits

15,000.00

ATTORNEY-AT-LAW-

ARCHITECTS.
F. W. Spencer and V. O. Walling
ford, rooms 46 47, Barnett building
Albuquerque, N. M. Both 'phones
NOTARY PUBLIC.

The State National bank solicits a share of your business, upon
the basis of sound, progressive banking, liberal and accurate treat-men- t.
Correspondence or a personal interview solicited.

Thos. K. D. Maddison,
Office with W. B. Childers, 117 West
Gold avenue.
CONTRACTOR

0KZ4KDs)0Ot004
U

AND BUILDER.

A. L. Morgan.
THE INDEPENDENT CONTRAC
TOR AND BUILDER Estimates are
cheerfully furnished; job work solicited. Automatic phone, 724; shop at
911 North Second street, Albuquer
que, N. M.
PHYSICIANS.

6--

Qj

U

000K)OtXKI?0XO0
ESTABLISHED
187$

il.

o. P U TN EY

WHOLESALE GROCER
Flour, Grain and Provisions
Carries the Largest and Most Exclusive Stock of Staple Groceries
In the Southwest.

FARM AND FREIGHT WAGONS

DR. R. L. MUST,
Office,

"OLD RELIABLE"

n

A. L. MAHAFFEY, M. D.
Homeopathic Physician and Surgeon
Room 25, WThlting building, over
Vann's drug store. Automatic
telephone, 410.
X

ALBUQUERUB, N. M, Q

RAILROAD AVENUE

N. T. Armljo Bldg.

Tuberculosis treated with
Electrical Current and Germicide. Treatments given each day
from 8 a. m. to 4 p. m. Trained nurse A
in attendance.
Both 'phones.
DRS. W. H. & J. D. NUSBAUM,
High-Frequen- cy

i

Physicians and Surgeons,
Office over Hickox & Maynard's Jewelry Store, Second street.
UNDERTAKER.
Colo. Red 115.
Auto, 'phone 316.
A. BORDERS,
City Undertaker.
Commercial Club Building, Black
and white bearse, $5.

04K400
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Correct
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f r i n n tl
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LAND MATTERS.

1,000-aci--

h

work

LUNA,

DEPOSITORY FOR THE ATCHISON, TOPEKA

s

flrst-eias-

W511-iu-

00- -

Rented all the time
for $20 each. A 12
per cent Investment.

five-roo-

"Most of them prefer to work with
I also visited the district
1nblic schools, and had a great time
with the children. I picked up their
books, and, while I am not much of
a, teacher, I asked many questions,
and tested the memories of the little
ones.
They are getting along splen-lidl-

IKere I'low company, of Kansas City,

$3 600

room B.

French-deslrne- d.

the sheep.

FOR NEW MEXICO

Horses

other Chattels; also on

SALARIES AND WAREHOUSES RECEIPTS, as low as $10.00 and as high
as $230.00. Loans are quickly
nade
and strictly private.
Time:
One
month to one year given. Goods remain in your possession. Our rates
are reasonable. Call and see us be- iore Borrowing.
THE HOUSEHOLD LOAN CO.
steamship tickets to and from all
parts of the world.
Rooms 3 and 4, Grant Bldg.
316 West Railroad Ate.
PRIVATE OFFICES.
Open Evenings.

FOR RENT The nine-roobrick
house, with bath and laundry, at 211
Gun-stil.
North Fifth street. Maynard

20TII CENTURY REVIVAL

Pittsburg. Pa.. Feb. 13. Kvnngelia-ticwith an automobile literally religion by machinery has been a
method tried In this city with wonderful success. Four young women
of Pittsburg are credited with the
conversion of 3,IOu souls, resulting
from the use of modern methods in
the greatest religious revival this city
has ever seen.
The four sisters, Olive, Lola, Lela
and Katherine Netz, by the power of
song alone have attracted thousands
to the meetings held In all parts of the
city. So great has been the influence
of ihelr singing, that on occasions
when simultaneous
meetings were
held, fast automobiles w r employed,
to transport them from one church to
another. Phonographs placed on the
street ccrucrs repeated their
songs, and drew thousands to
the halls where forty-threclergymen
and evangelists in a united effort ex- -

$100,000

Interest Allowed on Savings Deposits

300-303'- 6

at

THea-'nv--

4--

NEW MEXICO

1".

five-roo-

"CCC."

Hagerman was Inaugurated. I will
leave soon for a trip abroad. From
(he capital I will go to San Francisco.
From there by Bteamer to Japan, and
China, through the Suez Canal, to
Italy and thence to France, where I
shall meet my sister, in Paris. I may
lie gone until next fall, but I shall try
to return by shearing time, as I always
like to be on hand for that occasion."
The governor leaned back in his
chair, and lighted a cigarette. "Yes,
sir," he said, "I enjoy this rest."

4-

'

19C

house-keepln-

acres.

PROSPERITY

A,gAtJS,r,aJld

BANK INSTITUTIONS
'r 4 4 4 4 r r f - 4 4 4.
ALBUQUERQUE,

Money to Loan
Furniture, Pianos, Organs,
On

14,

Montezuma Trust C Ot.

West Railroad avenue.
THIS IS THE NEXT.
FOR RENT Rooms for light
524 South Second street.
frame house, modern.
FOR RENT Nicely furnished rooms One four-roobrick on South Edith
with steam heat. Grant building, One
street, both for
Railroad avenue. Inquire

"We have a large number of men,
jrlth their families, on the ranch now
and I visited with many of them to
see what they were doing. While
here I told them that If they wanted
4o cultivate the land, I would give
to each family a clear title to twenty

tin-da-

in

.n.a-lle- Ivy a
placet write
for book I
liava offices In nil larire cities nnd oiler the surt
method o( tnarhc'liig foot ability lur every ceut I.
Is worth.

Bummer.

contain

who hould be working for you?
wa ivould itlaly lend you money?
wtia weulJ like to buy your horse?
IT?
who would buy an Interest In your buslnMsf
who would buy that lot of ground?
who would buy your old bicycle?

hi'TwlreHa
of Meh ersitn twilni
nnd
W
terhnlml p.iltlon p.iylriu Inim l.O0U to n 00U a
ar, but v p linv."i't monh ajKitile. experienced
'Ithem 1 If you t5- m
to 111rl
If vr yon ire tha

SWEET SINGERS WON SOULS

r

4

Want Ads, Furnish you
U2 Citizen
wita names and addresses
of people who are
"Neccessary to Your Prosperity' '

returned to Santa Fe from a trip to
EE.
Guadalupe county, where, with. TerriTO OUR FRIENDS!
W
want to send to oar friends a beautiful
Secretary
J. W. Raynolds. he
torial
BONBON BOX,
In extensively interested in the raising
in colors. It is 1 beauty for the
Ten
stamps
cents
dressing
in
table.
ii asked at a
of sheep. When seen by a New Mexmeasure of good faith and to cover cost of Cascarets,
ican reporter, he said:
7
with which tfilsHIInty trinket Is loaded.
Send
mentioning thia paper. Address
"I never saw things more promChicago
Sterling
Kemedy
Company,
York.
or
New
ising than at present In Guadalupe
unty. The sheep are in fine condition and the range has never been In
etter shape than at present. I preIN
dict a great Increase in lambs for
sheepmen during the coming year, and
Jf prices remain anywhere near as
Rood as In the past, then sheep raisers
will have no complaint worth making.
There promises to be an abundance
of grass and water on the range and
at present there is plenty of feed to THE FOUR NETZ SISTERS, OF PITTSBURG, CREDITED WITH THE
tide over the remaining
winter
CONVERSION OF 3,000 SOULS IN FOUR WEEKS MODERN METHmonths.
ODS IN RELIGION.
ware,
"We are constructing a 90 foot
house, one story high, on our property, the Salailo Live Stock company.
It will be of stone and ought to have
room for the surplus of wool this

SEES

2

--

Northern Arifnna C'fciilattpn.

In adranc.
Ttan by mail, onr
month.
liailr by mail.
Weekly tij mail, one year.

of the man
of the man
of tho man
of the man
of the wan
of the man

Want of Exercise, Indoor Employment,
weakens these
Just as it
weakens Arm and Leg Muscles,
Castor Oil, or Glycerine, will prease (ho
passages for one load of Food at a time,
but these lubricants can't help the Cause
of Dejay.

'Official Paper of Itarnalillo County
and City of Albuquerque.
ImiiIiW

rirr.rly Weakness, cr Laziness cf the

Bcvrl Murclcs.

jy) LA B EL
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O YOU WANT THE
NAME AND ABBREvSS

Bowels

The Citizen Publishing Company
I
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T h e CITJZEN JOB

H. W. S. Otero,

United States Court Commissioner,
West Silver avenue. Will attend
to matters before the land office.
ASSAYERS.

Rooms

H0Md
Lttr
Cnveopes

Not Mad
Program
Invitation
Catalogue
Blank Book

Receipt Book

0
In othor word
wo turn out

ovary thing a

printer know

703

how to do

0O00O4KO)OK40

CORBET & COLLINS,
United
Civil and Mining Engineers.
States Deputy Mineral Surveyors.
ASSAYERS.
East ld of Plaza. Santa Fe. N. M.
BEAUTY

lCe0O0aO4K4CJ

VEFILL

CULTURE.

PRESCRIPTIONS

MRS. M. HELENA LEONARD,
Graduate of Parisian Institute.

Late of New York city. The latest
scientific appliance and up to date
methods fo- - treating the hair, face
and
and scalp. Complexion steaming
.
bleaching; manicuring and shampoo-I?gautomatic water
Electrolytic
massage. 613 West Gold avenue.
Auto phone 279.
CIVIL ENGINEER.
J. R. Farwell,
Room 23. N. T. Armljo Building.
DR. W. G. SHADRACH,
limited to Eye, Ear, Nose
and Throat.
Occulist and Aurist for Santa Fe coas
lines. Office, 31314 West Railroad
avenue.
to 6
Hour: 9 to 12 a. m. and

RIGHT

At Consistent Prices

J.

C.

O eKK

B.
NEXT
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RUPPE

TO BANK

OT COMMERCE

203 W. Ratffoad Aw.

BAIiDRIDGE

NATIVE AMD CHICAQO LUMBER
always)
PAINT
BUILDING PAPER
Covets more, looks best, wears
Cemeat,
Urns,
longest, most economical, full stock. Plaster,
measure.
Paint, Glass, Sash Doers, ate
ALBUQUERQUE. N. M.
FIRST STREET AND COAL AVE.

SHERMAN-WILLIAM-

S

Practice

p. m.

.

i

.

.

.
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SUBSCRIBE FOR THE CITIZEN IF

YOU WANT THE NEWS

S

WEDNESDAY,

FEBRUARY

14,
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ALICE DEEP IN
DRESS PROBLEM

,

HOW POOR MEN WORKING fOR WAGES CAN
COME RICH AND RICH MEN
BECOME RICHER

NEARLY ALL HER GOWNS STILL
TO RECEIVE
THE FINISHING
TOUCHES. IN SPITE OF FASCINATING STORIES FROM NEW

Only Four Lots Left in the New

BE-

rant Tract

YORK.

No Boy Choir at Wedding Her Train
Three Yards Final Detaila of the
Bridal Pageant.
Washington, D. C, Feb. 14. Miss
Roosevelt has practically decided all
the minor details about her wedding
and she Is now heart and soul occupied with the dress problem.
In spite of the fascinating accounts
or magnificent robes and a wealth
ff lingerie from New York, nearly all
her gowns and all of the Intimate
portions of feminine finery are hear
ing completion in Washington.
In
New York the president's
daughter purchased two elegant even
wraps, and she ordered a light brown
cloth gown from a tailor who has
made her riding habits and 'her street
costumes since she doffed short
lrocks,
She obtained some pretty frills and
chiffons and several parasols In Gotham. Uut her home city lias for the
nonce the exclusive right to claim
Roosevelt as a patron.
As predicted In this correspondence, the bridal pageant will descend
from the second floor by the narrow
istafrway near the state dining room.
On the. arm of the president the
fair bride, with her magnificent robe
of satin and brocade and a train
which will measure three full yards
will make the grand tour of the state
corridor to the flower decked altar
erected on a dais Just in front of the
low windows of the east room.
This promenade will extend over
nearly 170 feet and will be as Imposing as if it occurred in the stateliest
cathedral. The Marine Band orchestra will furnish the music.
very reluctantly
Miss Roosevelt
was compelled to refuse the offer of
the boy ohoir of St. John's.
This choir would have to be placed
In the east room, and with the constantly Increasing number of guests
it would have- rendered the problem
more difficult of solution than it Is
;at present.
According to the most recent calculations at the White Hsuse, the number of acceptances now reaches almost 1,100.
The portion allotted for the altar
will afford ample space for the en
tire wedding party, and on each side
separated from the main body of the
room, will be places for the diplomatic
corps and high dignitaries of the government and the clrse relations and
specially honored friends.
Bishop
Satterlee and his assistant. Rev. Roland Cotton Smith, rector of St. Johns,
will enter the east room frora the
green drawing room.
The groom and his best man, Thos.
Nelson Perkins? of Boston, will Join
them through the same door and will
await the coming of the bride just
4eIow the dais.
The moment the president appears
the bugler will sound his gay call,
"The Salute to the Colors," a tribute
required by official etiquette when the
xecntlve appears in his own homo,
Imt Instead of the familiar tones,
-- Hail
to the Chief" or "Lo, the Conquering Hero Comes," the baud will
tegin the rich wedding chorus from
Iyohengrln."
During the ceremony the Jiymns
originally chosen by Miss Roosevelt
and Mr. Longworth will be played
softly, and the concert will continue
throughout the breakfast and the
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(Small Holding Claim No662.)
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Department of the Interior, United Department of the Interior, ritv
United
States Land Offloe, Santa Fe, N. M
oiaies Lana umce, Santa Fe, N.
17, 1906.
January
24, 1906.
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Notice is hereby given that the folNotica In horohv
,U 1UIT
" J Rl.DU VLSI 11..
lowing named claimant has filed no- lowing named claimant
e
has filed
tice of his Intention to make final
of his intention to make final
proof In support of his claim under proor in support
of her claim under
sections 16 and 17 of the act of March sections 16
17 of the act of Mare
3, 1891 (26 Stats., 854). as amended 3. 1891. (26and
Hiucuun
vwi,
by the act of February 21, 1893 (27 oy the act ofsttLi. , ieii
February 21, 1893, (27
Stats., 4V0). and that said proof will
ana
oi..D.,
proof
mat
said
will
be made before United States com- be made before
the United States
missioner
Albuquerque,
at
M
on
N.
with
horsemen
filled
Springs
will
is
Hot
lawyers
two
Two doctors and
Commissioner at A ItinMnAMn.,
February 27. 1906, viz Federico San- Court
N. M., on March 10, 1906, vis.:
make up the Infield of the Brooklyn awaiting the opening of the Oaklawn
y
Montoya,
Holdchez
amount
for
Small
17th.
A
vast
the
February
meet
team next season.
ueatru Moya de. Sedillo, widow ot
ing Claim No. C62, situated In Sec. Jesus
O
of money has been expended making
Sedillo, deceased, for the S. H.
24, T. 7 N., R. 2 E.
Jesse Burkett has passed from the Oaklawn one of the finest tracks in
No. 686. In lot 1 mv.
He names the following witnesses C.
ranks of the majors. He will manage the country, and some very attractive
to prove his actual continuous ad- R. 2 E., and sec. 81, T. 7 N R. I HL
the Concord team in the New England purses have been announced.
verse possession of said tract for and lot 2. sec. 36, T. 7. N., R. 2 E.
O
League.
She names the following witnesses
twenty years next preceding the surCharles Conkle, champion lightto prove her actual, continuous,
vey of the township, viz:
ad
Pitcher Tom Walker is the latest weight wrestler of Canada, shattered
verse possession of said tract for
Meliton S. Otero of Peralta, N. M.; twenty
He says an old tradition at Buffalo the other
to hop to the Independents.
years
next
preceding
Juan
Apodaca,
of Valencia, N. M.;
the nr
there is more money playing with the night, bv defeating Jack Carrie in
Benito Armljo, of Valencia, N. M.; vey of the township, ris.:
Johnstown, Pa., team than with the the fourth round of a 15 round fight.
Esteban
Rael,
Valencia,
of
N. M.3
Estanlslas Garley, of Peralta, N. M.
Clnclnnatis.
Westlers are generally regarded as
Any person who desires to protest Pernardlno Sedillo, of El Cerro, N. M.S
porr fighters.
O r
mighty
against the allowance of said proof, Estanlslao Otero, of El Cerro, N. M.3
Pltislmmona thinks he Could defeat
or who knows of any substantial rea- Amada Otero da Redlllo ' nt nn
O'Brien if he had another chance nt
The Ready Letter Writer.
son under the laws and regulations N. M.
him. Better Bleep on. Bob. There's
,A letter from a man declining an
Any nerson who itMtn
nmtmmt
of the Interior department why such
nothing doing for you iu the squared invitation to a shed and pillow case
M mwr
1
proof should not be allowed will be against the allowanrA nt
party:
arena any more.
given an opportunity at the above or who knows of any substantial rear
4
Kind Friends:
mentioned time and place to cross son under the laws and regulations
Owen Zelgler, who gave up the boxYour, very kind invitation Is at hand
ing game when the Horton law put the and I reply with heavy heart, grieving
exnmlne the witnesses of said claim- 01 me interior department why aads
ant, and to offer evidence In rebuttal prooi unouia not be allowed, will b
lid on in New York, has resumed as I flo, to decline It. But, dear friends.
given an opportunity at the
of that submitted by claimant.
fighting, his latest opponent being Cy It is not from inclination, but from
d
'"Wit
MAUEL R. OTERO, Register.
Flynn, a Buffalo fighter.
time and place to cross-examinecessity, that I am compelled to send
n
the
witnesses
of said claimant,
nI" 1T,"rTino. tn vo., my regrets, for nothing would afford
ivv.il
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
and offer evidence In rebuttal of that
greater pleasure than to spend Window Cleaner Agrees With Many
Then Charles hunted up another
York again. It is on and oft so mucti m
submitted
by
claimant.
w or five hours playing the enjoy-nee- d Partners to save Earnings for Mon- partner, Henry Mason. But Mason
(Small Holding Claim No. 445.)
promoters
in Gotham town that
MANUEL R. OTERO.
was not long in following the example Department of the Interior. United
people
ument,
All,
Them
Survives
but
and
private secretaries to keep them able old game with the clever
Register.
of William Betz. He also left a letter
States Land Office, Santa Fe, N. M.,
;om you always draw to your hos-I- Leaves $50,000 for His Own.
informed cn the latest edict of the'.pliable
giving all of ihis earnings to Betz,
home. Believe me when
January 8, lyoti.
UCe
NOTICE
FOR
PUBLICATION.
I say
who had Mason's death note framed
nothing in monthB has so hurt
Notice Is hereby zlven that the fol
rj
San Francisco, Cal., Feb. 13. A in silver and hung It at the foot of lowing named claimant has filed no
(Small Holding Claim No. 617.)
The faculty of The Illinois Univer- - me as the knowledge that I am
lifetime spent in starving his body his bed.
tice of his Intention to make final Department of the Interior, United
is in a deadlock over the foot ball able to be with you.
Unfortunately, I fell down this and saving his pennies in order that
One after another of the men he proof In support of his claim under
States Land Office, Santa Fe, N.
question. The students believe they
a magnificent monument might mark selected as partners committed sui- sections 16 and 17 of the act of March
8, 1906.
will be able to retain the game, as morning, and broke my leg. This
prevent
cide,
resting
attending
final
place
3,
me
the
himself
one
and,
of
jury
leaving
will
from
each
1891, (26 Stats., 854), as amended
Notice is hereby given that the folhis wotdly
have some staunch friends on
I any social function
goods
Is
brother,
story
to
by
window
Charles,
of
lowing
a
the
for several weeks.
who showed his
the act of February 21, 1893, (27
named claimant has filed nothe board.
.
' Remember, however, in the midst of cleaner, Charles Bet?., who died here appreciation
by framing their death States., 470), and that said proof will tice of his Intention
O
to make final
dolyour
you
proof
In
day.
festivities,
I
notes
am with
In support of his claim under
costly style, and hanging be made before the United States
the ether
Fifty thousand
that
Marvin Hart announces thnt he will
,
heart-yearyou
was
my
lars
the result of the man's life them "about his gloomy chamber, until court commissioner at Albuquerque, sections 16 and 17 of the act of March
have
remain in the prize ring only one in spirit, and that
N. M ou February 15, 1906., viz.. 3. 1891, (26 Stats., S54), as amended
death came to him.
and then retire--. He says the lest wishes for a most enjoyable even-lif- e endeavor.
In going through the man's effects Beatris C. de Sanchez, widow of by the act of February 21, 1893, (27
Alone, and In the most wretched
is too hard. Hard? What would ing, and that my injury causes no
he call tt if he should occasionally less pain than my inability to be with poverty, he lived in miserable lodg Deputy Sheriff Newbert found evi- Jesus H. Sanchez, deceased, for the States., 470), and that said proof will
you.
ings on Pacific street. The walls of dence showing that Betz had accumu- S. H. C. No. 445, situated In See. 25. be made before the United States
As ever,
fight a battle?
his dismal room were hung with such lated a large fortune. Stowed away In T. 7 N., R. 2 E., and Sec. 30, T. 7 N., court commissioner at Albuquerque,
WILL DODGETT.
O
N. M., on February 17, 1906. vis.,
as the "death the breast of a stuffed bird was a let- U. 3 E.
A letter from the same gentleman grewsome mementos
Tho University of Wisconsin facter denouncing all of his relatives and
notes" of suicides.
Sanches de Vigil, for the S. H.
He names the following witnesses
KILLS HIS BRIDE
ulty now favors dropping foot ball for to his physician:
Years ago, Betz entered into a bidding them beware of his return to to prove his actual continuous adverse C. No. 617, in lot 1 Sees. 25, 26, 15
two years, "if the other colleges of Dear Doc:
possession of said tract for twenty and 36; lots 2 and 4, Sec. 26, and lot
THEN SUICIDES the big nine concur." There's the The Droolers have invited me to a compact with his brother William, this earth after his death.
wnen Betz- will was filed it was years next preceding the survey of 3, Sec. 35, T. 7, N., R. 2 E.
rub that gives Wisconsin students sheet and pillow case party, one of each agreeing to devote his life to
He names the following witnesses
hope the other colleges probably those games that Captain John Smith cleaning windows and saving his found that only one of his relatives tne township, viz.:
AN AWFUL TRAGEDY
ENACTED
j Introduced
Mauuel Maes, of Valencia. N. M.; to prove his actual continuous adverse
at Jamestown to prevent money, which was to be invested and was remembered and that one, a
will not concur.
AT RATON MONDAY EVENING.
O
the colonists from getting homesick. used after their death for the erection sister who is a nun in a Fort Madison Mariano Perea, of Valencia, N. M.; possession of said tract for twenty
In less than three weeks the ball Tula Is the third they've sent, and as of a splendid monument. They lived convent, was left. $5. He asked that Jose O. Chavez, of Valencia, N. M.; years next preceding the survey of
A telegram from Raton, dated Febthe township, viz.:
gathering in the sunny I have dodged the other two success-southlan- in themost abject overty, but seem- his body be cremated at a cost not Miguel SUva, of Valencia, N. M.
ruary 12, gives the following account players will be begin
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Juan Apodaca, of Valencia, N. M.;
exceeding $28, and his ashes mingled
good reason it was up ed contented.
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ing a letter cautioning Charles, to placing a splendid monument over son under the laws and regulations of Jesus Garcia, of Valencia, N. M.
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question and rate
fatally wounded his bride of a day, Canal
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of that submitted bv claimant.
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e
MANUEL R. OTERO,
time and place to
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Register.
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NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
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vent Evans from committing violence. prize fighters.
MANUEL R. OTERO.
who hit him.
(Small Holding Claim No. 1054.)
She then went to live with the famRegister.
ily of Evans' brother, who lives on
Department of the Interior, United
0
Johnson's Mesa, near here. A day or
States Land Office, Santa Fe, N. M.,
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.'
January 9, 1906.
bo ago she was persuaded to come to
(Small Holding Claim No. 698.)
this city and marry Evans.
Notice Is hereby given that the fol
lowing named claimant has filed no- - Department of the Interior, United
Last night he attacked her with a
States land office, Santa Fe, N. M.
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Jlr: F. A. Hubboll on his return to the city this week
Iroru a rather lengthy visit to his sheep ranches, told
The Citizen that ho had never seen stock looking better
at this time of year, that the ranges are in excellent
condition tbe water holes being Ailed with water and
the canyons packed with snow, while the ground is itself
finely saturated. With prices of sheep, cattle, wool and
hides remaining good, he anticipates that lSotl will be a
more prosperous year for cattlemen than even 1906
He is also convinced that there will be
proved to be.
plenty of water for irrigation and that again a large area
ol unirrigaied lands may be made to yield abundantly.
The LaB Vegas Optic of Monday said: Reports from
every part of the territory show that the storm is general. Iu Albuquerque it snowed almost all day Satur-la- y
In the southern
and rained at intervals yesterday.
part of the territory there was a steady rainfall. Down
cut-othere was considerable snow.
on the Texlco-Bele- n
In the narihern part of the territory several inches of
In ".as Veeas the snow has fallen gently,
Bnow fell.
The storm will do much
much of It melting as it fell.
Rood to the ranges and farms and will moist eu the soil
ho that the dust, which had begun to be disagreeable,
will not be noticeable when the spring winds begin.
The New Mexican of Monday said: Good reports
concerning the condition of live stock and the range come
to the New Mexican from all parts of the territory.
.Verily, it looks as If the sheep growers nnd cattlemen
Vt the Sunshine territory will have another prosperous
year of it in 1906.
Fluallyi the New Mexico, climate and crop service
bureau, in its snow fall bulletin for January, dated Mon-Iasays: The snowfall during January was, as a rule,
considerably below the normal, and, owing to the warm
weather, added but little to the amount at the close of
In fact, at all of the lower altitude stations,
December.
over the plains, in the valleys, lower mesas and foot hills,
little snow remained at the close of the month. The
oil, however, had absorbed most of the melting snow
and was In excellent condition. In the higher altitudes
considerable melting had also occurred, especially on all
southern slopes and untlmbered places, but over the
northern slopes and in the deep canyons depths were
Aiioiiiewhat increased, generally, by drifting snow.
lthough the expressions of our corresKindents are full
of confidence that the season's water supply will be
ample, this will only be possiblo If the remainder of the
winter proves prolific in snow, increasing the amount in
the higher altitudes, whereby the present depth may
The most, favorable con
conserved for the late flow.
ditions within the territory are tho.-- e for the ltio Grande
and San Juan valleys, for the mountains ot Colorado at
the head wa'ers of these streams are w. ll Mipplied with
ff

y,
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Know.

hats made to order and wore vests constructed after the
fashion of a congress shoe.
There Is nothing constitutional about your troubles.
It Is purely superficial, and way down deep you are
c,
probably a pretty good sort.
What you need is an
A touch of the simple life.
To get out on the
cinders with bare feet. A hole In the seat of your pants
d
and n dirty dickle In place of your
coat. A pea
soup diet and a corn husk couch, with some uncertainty
as to whether they will be on regular schedule time,
Things have come too easy for you.
Through some peculiarity of your construction, you are a success. Thai's
good: but It's stuck In. That's bad.
Come out
All swelled up on yourself aren't you?
of It forget yourself get back where you belong. Read
Genesis
You'll learn that you are made of the
same kind of mud that all the balance of the tribe is.
Unwrap take off your things and get acquainted. We're
all onto you, but we like you first-rat- e
and are pleased
at your success.
You'd be a devilish fine fellow if
you'd only forget yourself.
anti-toni-

fur-line-

111-1- 9.
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Clean Sheets Wanted
By Georgia Drummers
The worm has turned In Georgia. There is u
superstition that the average drummer lives a life
of luxury and case.
He is a teller of good stories, some
Ho has a large expense
of them not for parlor use.
account; seldom misses a ball game or a prize fight;
cigars, and wears his Sunday
smokes
Every once in a while the head of
suit on week days.
the firm wires him a raise in salary and eventually be
becomes a partner In the house.
If there livc3 a
Wake up from this lovely dream.
man who can get humor and comfort out of bed bugs,
cracked crockery, poorly cooked food, missed trains, insults, too many house Instructions, overwork, sleeplessness, indigestion, kicks on expense accounts, lumpy
beds, sloppy meals, and days and nights in hotels that
are horrors, then the really great philosopher nas been
discovered.
In Georgia the drummer has not asked for much. He
wants a law passed providing for clean sheets.
He
would have each guest, when he reaches the closet assigned to him by the landlord, find virgin linen on the
mattress.
There is no demand for a comb and hair
Ho Is willing to wait before the one towel until
brush.
the proprietor of the One Price Clothing store and the
keeper of the livery stable have completed their toilets.
He will chew his Incinerated steak with joy and tip the
d
waitress like a gentleman. Hut he would like
clean pheets; and ho should have them if it is necessary
to call out the troops.
-

er

sad-eye-
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Still Tfitere" Room
For All ILargle Mem
00000000000000000000XX0

Mrs. Ira I). Cassadv entertained the
intimate friends of Mrs. Will Ments
this afternoon at the spacious Cassa- ly home on North Fourth street, with
a reception from 2:30 o'clock to 5:30
o'clock, in honor of Mrs. Ments. The
reception was in the nature of a fare
well valentine party, as Mrs. Ments
eaves soon for California where she
will make her future home. Heart-shape- d
valentines, in red and white
played the chiet part in the decorative
scheme, making a most beautiful and
unique effect. The banquet table was
decorated with these valentines and
In the center stood a large "Valentine
pie," divided into as many parts as
there were guests present.
Each
piece of pie contained a heart, one
heart bearing upon Its surface the
word "Hope." The guest so fortunate
as to receive the piece of p!o containing this particular heart was
awarded as a prize a beautiful water
color painting representing
a NewMexico scene, done by Mr. Cassady,
in the artistic manner that characterizes all of his paintings. Following
out the valentine idea the guests' ta
ble place cards were in the shape ol
hearts hand painted by Mr. Cassady,
bearing, scenes or New Mexico, and
were in themselves very unique and
highly prized souvenirs of the event.
The rooms throughout the house were
decorated In rd and white heart-shape- d
valentines and the whole presented a beautiful appearance. Aliout
fourteen of the intimate friends of
Mrs. Ments were present as the guests
of Mrs. Cassady, and, during the
course of the afternoon presented
Mrs. Ments with a beautiful solid sil
ver set as a slight token of the high
esteem in which they hold her, and
as a memento of the many friends she
has made during her six years' residence In Albuquerque.

Not evcryliody wants the care and responsibility
that goes with a salary of $50,000 a year. Some very
sensible folks are satisfied with a living, and peace ar.l
happiness, and work that counts In pleasure at well as
dollars, and home life, and some time for recreation and
reading, and music and flowers, and a lot of good things.
That is nil right; but if your ambition runs the way that
bears the marks of money and power and fame, it is
worth while to study the career of W. H. Marshall, who
has recently been made president of the American locomotive company, the trust with mammoth plants in half
He controls the destinies of thousands
a dozen cities.
of men and has a responsibility greater than that which
rests on the shoulders of some kings.
.Mr. Marshall started at the bottom with a fair education and a lot of determination.
Thousands of young
fellows have started that, way and landed.
He went to
work for the Vanderbilts and worked for them.
There
are various ways of working for a man or for a corporation.
One combines efficiency, loyalty, ambition, energy
subordinates every other consideration.
It counts,
first for the firm and later for the man.
That is about
all there is In Mr. Marshall's career. Me used his brains; ALBUQUERQUE DENTISTS
always tried to do a little more and do it a little better,
ORGANIZE SOCIETY
Simple,
and now he is at. the top and still working.
isn't it?
The point is that success, the JoO.OOO a year
kind of sucees, Is just as easily attained in this modern REPORT THAT THE ORGANIZA
TION IS DENTAL TRUST IS DEage as it was whin able men were few.
There is alNIED BY MEMBERS OF PROFESways room for big men.
SION.

ooooooxooxxxxococoX)ooxxooe
Is Ufs Rearing of a
Czar Wortlhi 6ft Cost

A

Selected.
to

When one studies the infant son of the czar it Is
easy to wonder if any one man can be worth nil the
trouble and suffering ho causes in the bringing up? Can
Magnifihe so live as to repay society for his rearing?
cent is the only word tha.. fitly describes the present
state of this pulMig babe who cares more for a drink of
The most
sweetened milk than for a bushel of Jewels.
skilled physicians the world knows are never far from
his crib.
The very meanest of his score of cradles is
studded with gold and gems.
The soft garments that
cover bis limbs eo.-- r more than tho trousseau of many a
queen.
His feeding bottles are of gold.
The
Strange bow niieqtiallv De.stinv divides favors.
liehesi child in il,,. world lives in the same country with
the poorest eliiidi.n in the world.
The most pampered
infant iu chrisi. n,oni breathes the same air with mi!
lions of oile r infants who are stunted In body and mind
lecause of lack of nutriment.
If the Utile Czarevitch
Alexis lives to manhood lie will bav twentv ducal titles
and a score of other dignities.
Ho will be lord of over
loo palaces, with mote than HO.iiuo servants, and bis pri
lii'i' estates of millions of acres will yield an annual in

I

A Fifle Given Away With Evety Boy's Salt.

DUNLAP OPENING DAY FEBRUARY 17

MANDELL

M.

FINE CLOTHING and FURNISHINGS
o

Ht.-it-
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Young Men's Suits, Boys' Suits and
Children's Suits in the latest stylos

the last mctiinr of ihu Vrn.

Sectarian benevolent society reports
of amounts expended during tho past
month were ren.l nn.l theue rnnnrti
showed that the society had expended
oi ns cnaruauie worn mo sum of
S1&.40. Officers of the socfetv
that Alhunuernne offers nn .vpr.ntlnn.
ally large field for charitable work for
a ciiy or its population, owing to the
number of invalids who come here for
the benefit of their health who are
w ithout means and are unable
to perform anv kind of manual Inhnr nn.l
that the limited
mand of the society is hardly ade- quaxe 10 enry on tne work as it should
be done, although the merchants and
others of the cltv have
tlal support to this really worthy or
i ne present
ganization,
officers of
the SOCietv. Mrs. II H. tlnv. nr.ul,l..nt
Mrs. Alfred GrunHfeld, vice president;
.uis. ueriiuru mum. Treasurer: Mrs.
H. Cams, secretary nre rlevotltur
their time and energy to the work and
should be given all support possible
u is -- a worK or love ' nnd utterly
ithont, Tpeomnonse
ihei thnn h
knowledge that the dispensing
of
harity is the greatest of the three
irtues.

number of Albuquerque dentists

-

met In the office or Dr. K. J. Alger,
last night and organized the Albuquerque Dental society. Dr. W. N.
Macbeth was elected president; Dr.
I.. II. Chamberlln, vice president; Dr.
L. K. Krvln, secretary.
Dr. Alger, who has had much to do
with the organization or the society,
said this morning that the purpose of
the organization was for the benefit
The society will
of the profession.
meet the first Tuesday after the first
Monday of every month for the dis
cussion of topics or Interest.
Dr. Alger denied that the organiza
tion was a trust as reported recently, when the movement toward organ
ization was first started.

prim &
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I AM SHOWING A FINE LINE OF

The Ladies Aid society of tae Pres.
byterlan church will meet with Mrs.
Frank StotU Friday afternoon instead
of Thursday owing to the funeral of
I. A. Summer..
O
The Women's Circle of the First
Baptist church will hold their regular
business meeting Thursday afternoon
at 2:30 o'clock In the church parlor.
corner of Uroadway and Lead avenue.
All members are urged to attend.
Temple Lodge No. , A. F. & A. M.
will meet tomorrow afternoon at 1:30
o'clock, at Masonic hall, to attend the
funeral of their late brother James A.
Summers. All members are requested to be in attendance.
Hy order of
tho W. M., J. C. Ferger, secretary.
At

&
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Navajo Tribe No. .'!, Improved Order
Don't overlook the fact, you man with the swelled
l
Men, will meet tonight at 8
of
and the gross chest, that there is most excelin Red .Men's hall.
lent authority which points out that you are a "mud p!e", o'clock
and when the baking time conies you may be placed in
The regular meeting of Albuquerque
the oven with some more human clay and baked, baked, Lodge No. Ii1. It. P. O. K will be held
baked, until your best friend wouldn't recognize in your tonight at their lodge rooms in hiks
crispy, brown crust, the same chap who had to have bis opera house.

Canada, according to the Railway World, has i. aMz.'d
in the I'nited fiates, by
establishing a railway commission whoiie powers are
much more sweeping than have ever been seriously adThe
vocated for the Interstate Commerce Commission.
Canadian Railway Commission, as Professor McLean
uhows in his interesting article on Railway Regulation
In Canada, has supreme jhjwit over rates uncauillied by come of $Io,iiiiii,ino.
In those material things that it can give, destiny
the superior jurisdiction of the courts, and tul.ject only
has certainly been good Jo the son of the czar; good at
to the intervention of the cabinet.
the expense of t lie millions.
Do you wonder that the
Is it pos
The total figures for all the states
that there question is often asked: Is it worth while?
ire held by hanks and trust companies in the Cuited silde for one man, and especially a man born as em- Htates (excluding private banks and mutual savings Uerois are liorn to in.il;i liiiiimnlt v triad that he was
iianks) the enormous sum of $1.7Tl,oiii,iino in bonds, ex- given to the World?
clusive of government bonds. This sum is equal to
about 17 per cent of the total deposits and is greater
The Old Story.
than the total capital of all the banks, bcini; 1J1 per cent
Ant to i be ICIenhantl
"Since I have become a so
uf the capital.
sialist I do not see why, because I uin smaller and
weaker than you. I should continually get out of the way
The Colorado Fuel & Iron company has I.e. n sued to
let you hae the middle of the road. That's final.
in the United States circuit court at Denver, by the
Kiephant Ho the Ann "If von don't. I'll just put
Hanover-- 1 lestsemer Iron ansociatlon of l'ennsyhauia, for
$3,000, the value of unpaid royalties on mines situated in my foot on you. That's Hat." llaltiniore American.
the Hanover and Central City districts of ibis territory.
wiie Girl.
Why
Hi Advice.
"So she married that awful Jack Rounder?
"What do you think we had better do to stop the didn't she know thai he had been blackballed by every
railroads?" asked the man who is patriotic but ueivous. club in town?"
She thought
"Don't try to top 'em," answered the muu who U
"Yes that's whv !.. look hi iii.
dwmja In a hurry, "IJncouraga them to run faster and thero'd be some chance of keplng him at hme evenings
Ttener." Washington Star.
Cleveland Leader,

the ideal of railroad reformers

'pring

U-.-

tin1 coi.1 operators

Weather

Himself

h
h

top-pie-

recent nceount of the fiipericir
nnd the coal miners for i ho Impending Ptrikc. the statement then Riven it s readers
ly The Citizen, ure thus continue.! by Henry iieorge, Jr.:
"The prospect of a general strike of the coal mine
workers wist of the Kncky mountains, Inrlu.lini; possibly
now
the onlv partly organize,! workers In We ant Virginia,
event would
The strikers in such
Derma ominous.
number approximately Gou.Otni, anil since almost as many
more men In dependent Industries contiguous to the
urines would be constrained to cease lalxir in consequence
something more than a million workers altout a
f th.. ndnlt male population of the whole coun.... ..,,..1.1 n,i,l.niv lw reduced to idleness. While the
coal monopoly managers have been laying up mountains
of coal for the coming emergency, the local unions have
liet-recruiting and gathering In dues against the conFurthermore, it is probable that
tingency of a strike.
orbe national executive board of the mine workers"
This,
assessment.
special
strike
levy
a
will
ganization
It is estimated, may put into the mine workers' national
treasury $".u00.oil, which, with what Is already there,
will make a general war chest of something more than
Thus we witness preparations for an in6.000,0iio.
and
dustrial conflict on a gigantic scale a scale greater was
with a discipline on both sides more complete than
perhaps ever before seen in the history of the world." to
Speaking of the menace to the general public,
says:
which The Citizen called attention. Mr. Crvorge
"The conflict that seems Impending may not come. It
Organized labor
may at the last moment l.e diverted.
Hut
peace
ferms.
may
reach
monopoly
organized
and
the less
Jhe menace to the public weal must remain none standing
real because passive. It means that two great
armies are in the country ready at irregular periods to
crash against each other. This is not. cannot be, in the
only from the
It. can arise
natural order of things.
monopolization of the coal deposits of the country.
Against such a monopoly labor can have no choice but
to make organized resistance."
However, Mr. George suggests a differenet remedy,
to that
and one which The Citizen thinks to be inferior
Mr.
which The Citizen itself suggested the other day.
Oeorge says:
Grin tind bear it.
But what is the public to do?
to be monopoly
If It will show no spirit, then it ought monopoly?
By
But how can 4t break the
ridden
work
and
mines
over
the
take
government
having the
No; that would be against public policy and,
Chem?
A simpler remedy is at
besides, would be unnecessary.
increase the tax on coal lands until the coal
band.
That would put a heavy
monopoly is taxed to death.
now bearing little or
deposits
coal
upon
valuable
burden
no taxes, nnd In consequence held out of use by the
monopoly. The monopoly would hate to pay such a tax.
That would
H would hurry all of its deposits into use.
result In the mining of more coal and consequently lower
It would also mean more emprice3 for consumers.
The cause of strikes would
ployment for mine workers.
be at the expense merely
would
.this
all
gone.
And
le.r
but. a bad, thing for
good.
not
is
a
which
monopoly,
the country."
The Citizen does not believe that the remedy proposed by Mr. George can be secured at the present time,
But
waiving altogether the question of its desirability.
The Citizen does believe that the remedy of legal arbitration. In nil Irreconcilable disputes between capital and
labor, involving the necessities of life, could be secured
and would prove amply effective.
In
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CHURCH, CLUB AND
SOCIAL GATHERINGS
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Business Manner

President
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From Chop Suey.

W. T. McCREICHT

W. S. 8TRICKLER
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clean up stock
once yearly and open
season with new goods.
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THE NAME

0

Wm. CHAPLIN

0

Not only means the

0
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equally for honest
vertising.
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0

ad-
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pairs men's fine shoes
1.000 pairs women's fine shoes
1000, pairs misses'iand children's fine

3CG0

0
0

shoes.

0
0

Our window display will
give you an inkling of the

0

shapes that stylish dressers
will wear, but come in and
caretully inspect the shoes

0
0
0

themselves. We feel confi-

dent that if you are a man
who wants the best money
can buy we will have your

0
0

J

XiKsfef'

0

trade.

0
0
0

SHOE STORE
121 Railroad Ave.

Wm . CHAPLIN
STEAM

CARPET
CLEANING
THORNTON Thm Cloancr
Cleans everything.
He Is tho
Furniture Man. Moving, pack-

t

ing and shipping, unpacking and
feetting up, and Is no upstart at
the business. There is no otherlust Thornton. Both 'phones.
737 South Valter Street.
4
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NEW
ANTONIO

HOME
Special Sale

YORK

FAIR

ARMIJO, Prop.

GROWN

Every Saturday.

o;

PURE

I
&

I

CHILE

Auto Phone 601.

121 N.

Third Street.
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SPRINGS STAGE LINE

AN EXCELLENT EXAMPLE

Carries the Unlter. States mall;
only line with a change of stock en
J. K. Hill has returned from El li-- 0
and drivers;
his lotiner home and where he spent route; good rigs, horsesevery
flionaay
rig leaves Albuquerque
the last lour months. Mr. Hill ram in Wednesday
Friday at 5 a. m. For
the valley just below town a ranch particulars, and
W. L. Trimble
containing 210 acres. This property Co.. agents, address
Albuquerque, N. M., or J.
ue has named the Hill Wells ranch, I.e.
N. M.
cause or the tact that it c .ntaiiw tiv.. U. BLOCK, Proprietor. Perea.
wells, ho last of wlijch lias not heeii
quite finished. From one of tliein, having gasoline engine and tank, he expects to water twenty acres which he
will put In garden truck. The other
OVER POST HARDWARE CO.
wells will, as soon ns can tic conven21.' Vi West Railroad Ave.
ient iy done, lie made useful jn irriAuto Phone, 320.
gating other parts of the ranch, which
will be devoted to crops suitable to ihe
soil and climate.
Novelty WorKs
Fifty acres He sa low taat :h,. tli(()is Albuquerque
last year denuded them of a
F. S. HOPPING, Proprietor
of alfalfa. To avoid this loss
321 South Second Street
again anil yet receive a return from
shipment of
Just received, large Columbia,
the land Mr. Hill will plant the tract
and
Rambler.
to trees, whlcti ttioutli not making an Cleveland.
Repairing of all
Inuii.iliaie return will iu a lew years Tribune Bicycles.
give us a call.
be one of the mott valuable parts of kinds. Defore buying
his ranch.
Mr. Hill is also adding
RIONEER BAH CRY
largi iy io ins niucn sioci; an,j , njs
SIMON BALLING. Proprietor.
large collection jt lowis. ju a j,.w
(Successor to Balling BroO
years ho expects to have one of the
WEDUINO CAKES A SPECIALTT
Model places of this section.
We deslra patronage and wa guarIsidor Harris, whose lueadth is al- antee first cUbs baking. Albuquerque.
most equal to his lenmh ;ui, whose 207 S. First Street.
balance,, well with his "so
Vor cold, coughs, bronchitis and all
ixiunii avolrduixiib. W( ,,,
s.iina Fe lunit disease, uso Compound Syrup
this murnlng after having spent a
M cenU a bottle at
coupie of clays in tne city calling on of Kucalyptus.
Ruppe's.
local liquor dealers. Mr. Harris bills
nqu r out of ruuutah, Ky.
Try a Cltizeo want ad.

MELIN I & EAKIN,

Wholesale liquor and

Ciar

Dealers

Exclusive Agents for Yellowstone and O. F. C. Whiskies, Moet &
Chandon White Seal Champagne. St. Louis A. B. C. Bohemian and
Jos. Schlltz Milwaukee Bottled Beers, and owners and distributors
of the Alavarado Whiskey. Write for our Illustrated Catalogue and
Frlce List. Automatic Telephone, 199. Salesroom, 111 Souta First
Street, Albuquerque, New Mexico.

i

Cfown Sttfclio

MAKING CLAIMS WE CAN FILL

AND THEN FILLING TriEM RIGHT UP TO THE BRIM, IS THE
REASON WE HAVE ONE OF THE BEST AND MOST COMPLETE
DRUG STORES IN THE SOUTHWEST.

13. IT.
First

BRIG OS & COMPANY

PROP'S. ALVAKADO P1IAKMACV
St.
Gold
and

Bota Phone.

Are.

MISSION

FURNITURE

Latest Designs Just Received, from

SHOP OF THE CRAFTER

J
2

I

Ladles' Desks and Chairs, Customers' Plate Racks, Book Racks, Hat ?
Racks, Hall Trees, Library and rarlor Stand Tables, Medicine Cab- lnets and Rockers.
7

j

gem-rosily-

The Median Furniture Co.

WEDNESDAY,

FEBRUARY

ALliUQUEKUUE

1906.

14,

BANKERS BEGIN TO

AWFUL STABBING

VOTERS MUST PAY"

AFFRAY REPORTED

THEIR POLL TAX

EVflMNO

CITIZEN

THE GOVERNOR

ARRIVE IN CITY

ARRIVES TONIGHT

PAGE FIVE.

Elks'Opera House)

fl

tj

Night Only

Otherwise Attorney General Reddest Kind of Core Flowed Convention Tomorrow Morn - 'Will be Met at Depot by Band Jik
Wednesday, Feb. 14.
Result
Will
With
as
Gallons,
Dine
of
Welcome
by
the
Says That They May be
A SURVIVAL OF THE FITTE3TI
Will
be Made.
of Terrible Melee.
Committee.
Disfranchised at Polls.
Triumphant Tour
ing-Addre-

sses

.

HAD LEY

Twenty-elght-

ADVOCATES

A

IWALID TRANSFORMED INTO GIANT TO ATTEND HAGERMAN RECEPTION

TAX

$2

I'rof. Hiram Hadley. territorial su
perintendent of public Instruction
Imsscj through the city last nliiht en
route from Santa Fe to his home at
Menilla Park.
Frof. Hadley U very
much opposed to supporting lbe
schools by licensed Rambling or any
other evil, and advocates a more rigid
enforcement of the poll tax law. He
stated last nlht. that he had been
Riven an opinLn by Attorney General
(reorpc W. Prienard, which was to
Iho effect (hat persons not paying
their poll tax could be disfranchised
at the polls In elections where schools
are concerned. Prof. Hadley is of the
belief that this law will be enforced
in the future. s there is a great need
of increased school funds in every lo
cality In the territory.
Prof. Hadley wmild also advocate
increasing the poll tax from i a
to 2.

jm

MASONS WILL CONDUCT
MR. SIMMERS' FUNERAL
SERVICES TO BE HELD TOMOR.
AT
2:30
AFTERNOON
ROW
O'CLOCK,
FROM THE FAMILY
RESIDENCE ON ROMA AVENUE.
I .ate yesterday afternoon, after a
conference between officials of the lo
cal Masonic order and the immediate
relatives of the deceased, James A
Summers, it was decided to hold the
funeral ceremonies Thursday afternoon at 2:30 o'clock, from the family
residence, tiol ltoma avenue, tinder
the ritual of the Masonic order, mem-lerof which will attend the funeral
Rev. TJu
in a body In fnll regalia.
Hols, acting pastor of- the Presbyterian church, will conduct the funeral
services at the residence and at Fair-viecemetery, where the interment
will
take place, the Masons will
conduct the regular Masonic birrkil
services. The pall bearers selected
for tho occasion are Messrs. E. B.
Crlsty. .1. C. Baldrtdge, J. 1.. Ten a:
from the Masonic fraternity. F. H.
Kent, J. F. Lathy and A. K. Walker.
David A. Summers, accompanied by
his wile, arrived iu the city this morning to be present at the funeral ceremonies of his deceased father. James
A. Summers, Jr.. is already here, as
aro the late Mr. Summers' two daughters, so that all members of the family will be present at the funeral.
s

LINCOLN DAY
FORGOTTEN IN NEW TOWN. BUT
WITH FLAG DAY, REMEMBERED
IN THE OLD PLAZA.
To The Evening Citizen :
In .ail the great cities, towns anil
liamlets of our broad land, this day
haB been remembered and celebrated
by its patriotic men, women and children as never before.
In this assertion I do not Include
New Mexico. In Lincoln day and Flag
lay, which occurred simultaneously,
but little interest was manifested. We
are Informed by a daily newspaper
the
that in Albuquerque (presumably any
city), uot a flag waved from
not
building.
Is
this
school, or public
Have our people already
shameful?
forgotten what Lincoln stood for and
what The Flag syniliolizes? God help
tho naiion if it ever arrives at .that
stage of forgctfulness of the great
martyr and The Flag he loved so well.
Was the poor, benighted, original
plaza or town of Albuquerque, which
thy the grace of Uncle Sam's postal
department is now generally known as
"Old Albuquerque," the only one to
honor this day? At the public school
there, Tho Flag was at. masthead and
patriotic exercises were had under the
supervision of the patriotic teachers.
Most, of the children of this school
are the sons and daughters of so called "Mexicans." Those exquisite
whose sensibilities would he
injured by living in the same state
with these earnest, and patriotic little
Americans, because of their Spanish
blood, have here an object lesson that
hey would do well to take to their
hearts; as should also those
"Americans" In New Mexico who allow a day like this to pass without a
they
Could
visible remcmbu nee.
have seen the heads of the little ones
bared as they "Rallied 'Round the
Flag," and heard our country's hymns
as sung by them, criticism of this portion of our citizens would certainly be
hushed to some extent.

was really a harrowing tale, that
of the fearful'staMiIng affray between
Jerry XI. Monk. H. Hllliard and W. B.
Lambkin. It caused the reader's hair,
each separate and Individual capillary appendage, to rise and stand
erect like unto the quill of the
whose rasping disposition
Shakespeare has portrayed.
According to tiie esteemed morning
contemporary of The Kvenlng Citizen,
whose propensity f r roping and
branding alleged "canards" amounts
almost
to a mania, Jerry M.
Monk of East Iron avenue, was out
last evening for gore of tho. reddest
kind and with a knife glittering for
gore of the reddest hue, rushed tion
H. Milliard at the grocery of Charles
Conroy In the Highlands and with
gnashing teeth tried to slash the
thraat of Mr. Hilliard into a million of
slices, and later poundced upon W. Ji.
Lambkin In Dr. Jekyl and Mr. Hyde
manner and while still In a maniacal
frenzy shoved the glittering knife In a
bee line with
direct geometrical
heart but which was
thrown to one side making a ghastly
cut on the wrist from which gore of
the reddest kind flowed. Then Officer
Kennedy was given a terriflcc fight by
this man with murder In his eye and
who with the strength of a Sampson
snaped Kennedy's watch chain in
twain as easily as a thousand ton pillar would have been broken. Then
this hercules was dragged away o
prison t ) await until daylight when
the terrific man would be obliged to
face tho charge of assault with a deadly weapon. Terrible! Horrible!
To descend from the heights of romance to prosaic facts and to the
truth of the matter, Jerry Monk, practically an invalid and unable to even
work, drank a trifle too much liquor
yesterday and entered the sU'ro of
grocery man, Charles Conroy In the
Highlands, met H. Hilliard, abused
him wtth some vile language and for
his disorderly conduct was ejected,
from tlie place. No effort was made
by Monk to cut Hilliard's
throat.
Shortly after leaving the place the
companion of Monk's fell down. When
a Mr. Secrist attempted to pick the
fellow up Monk jumped Into Secrist
and in the scuffle tole Secrist 's trousers but did not cut him. As for Mr.
Lambkin's part in the mixup it can be
said that he was no whore near the
place where the trouble occurred.
Those so brutally (?) assaulted did not
attach 'enough importance to the accident to even appear against Monk
and the police saw nothing more se
rious in it than a breach of the poace,
with which they charged Monk. He
pleaded guilty and was fined $15.
It

lor-cupin-

THE FIGHT FOR
CLERKSHIP

INTERESTING

AND
TWO
THE
CANDIDATES
LEADING IN THE RACE ARE C.
E. NEWCOMER AND SIEGFRIED
-

GRUNSFELD.
A

telephone message from Santa Fe

r'.iis afternoon says, that Governor
Hagerman will not make the appointment to fill the vacancy in the probate
clerkship, occasioned by the death of
James A. Summers, until after his
visit to tin's city and ho has given

signers of petitions an opiortunlty to
present the qualifications of their
for the appalntment.
As stated yesterday tho application
of C. E. Newcomer for the office had
received the endorsement of the county republican organization nnd in his
behalf petitions had l'en circulated,
which were most generally signed by
the people, virtually giving their endorsement to his appointment. This
paper, in connection with tho above
announcement, stated that Mr. Newcomer would make a good successor of
the deceased, as he was familiar with
tho books, a first class accountant and
bookkeeper, and would keep the office
up to its present .excellent standard.
Yesterday afternoon another strong
randldate loomed up on the horizon In
the person of Siegfriend Urunsfeld.
who claims that be hag the endorse-ment or van couiry commissioners, a
majority of the co;trt house officials
and several petitions, v:th numerous
names thereon, asking that he be appointed.
Tliis morning Mrs. Ida L. Plummer,
whose name was among those seeking
the lucrative office, called on The
H. R. WIHTIXf.
Citizen and requested that a notice be
published to the eft-c- i
that he was
PARENTS OF ABANDONED
not a canditdate.
With this withdrawal and the
BABY FINALLY FOUND
avowed candidacy of Messrs. Newcomer and Grunsfcld, the other candidates
MOTHER CONFESSES TO DESERT. mentioned are A. J. Crawford, Nestor
TO MAR- Montoya, Tomas Werner and Melville
ING HER
SHAL McMILLIN.
Simmers, and before 'the day Is over
there may be others.
last evening Mrs. 11. M. Roberts,
nee Mary Petia, for many years pre- WILL ERECT BUSINESS
vious to her marriage a domestic in
neveral local homes, confessed to MarBLOCK IN HIGHLANDS
shal Mc.Milliu that the baby found on
the doorstep of N. I'lno's residence
Late
afternoon Joshua S
last Friday ltibt, was her own. She
siate.t that friends induced li'T to part Kaynolds. president of tin; First Nawith the infant in the maimer em- tional bank, signed a contract with
ployed.
In company with .Mrs. Mary Builder J. W. McQuade, for the Inline-diatbusi(iarcla, of South Broadway, at whoso
erection of a three-storhomo the child was born a short time ness block on the site or the obi gas
pi;:nt,
ago, and a man named Benito, .Mrs.
at the corner of Railroad aveRoberts explained with hii occasional nue and Broadway, which will have
laufih that she proceeded to the Pino a frontage, of seventy-fivfeet on RailBenito deposited the child on road avenue and sixty feet frontage on
house.
said,
and knocked. Then Broadway. It will be modern in every
the step, she
he lied. Twice since the Pino family respect and the two upper floors will
Mrs.
Roberts says she be devoted to offices while tho grouud
look the child
has tMted it, neither Mr. or Mrs. floors will be used as storerooms. The
corner storeroom of tho projosed new
Pino knowing she was the mother.
The husband of the Roberts woman building will be occupied when comhg
with
trouble
had
the
is the u.aii
pleted by the Highland Pharmacy,
Manager John Belknap, of the Ameriwhich Is to be a branch of tho Alvarcompany,
in
lumber
the
can Lumber
ado Pharmacy. Although there aro a
as arrested for the al- few small stores in the Highlands
camp and
this
leged sending of threatening letters to will be the first building of any size
ly
released
subsequent
Belknap aid
U be erected for
business purposes
by Judgi? Abbott on habeas corpus east of the Santa Fe tracks and Klnts
proceedings.
to the future development of the HighMrs. 11 lit wishes to adopt the child,
which already
the most thickit'ii reported, but Mr. Roberts seems lylands,
populated residential portion of the
the
of
take
to
iosseslon
inclined
city, into something of a business dis
baby himself as soon as ho can protrict.
money.
presFor
the
sufficient
cure
laby
remain
will(
the
least,
at
ent,
MASK BALL I MASK BALL! TOwith Mrs. Pmo.
NIGHT, AT COLOMBO HALL, GOOD
GOOD
MUSIC,
GOOD
Masquerade suits made to order FLOOR,
also suits to rent. Call t 1024 North PRIZES. GENTLEMEN 75c, LADIES
FREE.
Second street.
s
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COMMERCIAL

CLUB IS DECORATED

Bankers from all parts of New Mexa
4
a 9 4 4 4 4 4 4
ico will begin arriving in the city this 4
All members of the Governor
evening and by tomorrow morning
Hagerman reception committee
representatives from about every towu
are requested to be at the depot
in the territory will be present.
upon the arrival of the train bear- - 4
For
two days the financiers will hold forth 4 Ing the governor and the escort- in the Duke City, Thursday nnd Fri4 Ing committee, or failing in this,
day, the convention being for the pur- 4 to be at the Alvarado as soon 4
pose of organizing the New Mexico 4
thereafter as possible.
Bankers' association.
it
1 1
The session will be called to order
tomorrow morning at M o'clock bv C.
Preparations within the rooms of
N. Blackwell, following which Rev. A. tho Commercial club building for the
(J. Harrison, rector of the St. John's reception of Governor Hagerman toEpiscopal church will offer prayer.
morrow were completed today. The
The address of welcome will be de- "piece de resistance'" of the decoralivered by Mayor Frank McKee.
In tions are American flags which are
his characteristic manner Mayor Mc- draurd everywhere.
Over the door
Kee will in behalf of the people of A- of the building Is a large star made ot
lbuquerque extend to those tmnent the Incandescent lights. On each side of
hospitality of the Duke City and ex- tho stairway leading to the rooms en
press the pleasure such as the pres- the second floor "Old Glory" Is draped
ence of such distinguished visitors In effective manner. Throughout the
has caused. The keys of New Mexico's rooms on the first floor, where the remetropolis will then be turned over ception, will be held flags are everyto the visitors and all requested to where. In connection
with the decoranse them unsparingly.
tions are aliout 400 small colored InW .S. Hopewell, president of the candescent lights, strung
and
Commercial club, will then voice the thither through the rooms. hither
elecwelcome of the clnb and its pleasure tric, light wires are covered The
with
at the visit of the bankers and the
holly Leaves and buncoes of
great results to be derived by the forartificial graies hang at intervals
mation of the territorial association. along
the wires. Altogether It preO. N. Marron's address of welcome
on behalf of the hankers will likewise sents a lwautiful effecL
The committee that will escort the
be an eloquent outburst of Joy such as
those in whose behalf Mr. Marron will governor from Santa Fe to this city
speak, feel at the presence of Ihelr left Albuquerque ihls morning In a
guests, and the far reaching good the Pullman sleeper and arrived at Santa
organization to be prefect ed will re- Fe at noon. At 2 o'clock this committee lunched with the governor at the
sult in.
The business session will follow the Palace hotel, and spent, the remainder
addresses of welcome, to Include the of the afternoon as the guests of the
The party will arrive in
selection of a temporary chairman governor
of this city this evening at 7:15, provided
and secretary, the appointment
committee to draft he order of busi- the train Is on time. At the depot the
governor and the escorting committee
ness, and a constitution and
When this bit of formality hHS been will be met by the reception committdone an adjonrnemont will be taken ee.- The First Regiment band will le
until 2 p. in., for the hour of luncheon. at the depot as will Col. John Rjrra-dalle- ,
Immediately upon reconvening, the
chairman of the committee on
committees on order of business and music and military, who will lxk afwill report ter the firing of the governor's salute
constitutor and
and the work of loth committees ac- of seventeen guns by the battery. The
cepted. Then will follow the nomin- reception committee will then escort
ation and election of permanent off- the governor to the. Alvarado where
icers and their Installation.
an informal dinner will be served.
R. J. Pakn, of Santa Fe. president The rest of the evening will then be
of the First National bank, will deliver spent as t.te governor sees fit.
an address on live issues pertaining
Tomorrow's program for the enter- to banking and bankers which will be Itainment of
the governor will Include
followed by a symposium on practical
banking questions, open to nil dele- an automobile ride around the city
and a visit to the University of New
gates for five minute addresses.
will Mexico, where special arrangements
In the evening the delegates
for an hour's enterunite with ihe Commercial club in havo been madegovernor.
At noon tomaking the reception to be tendered tainment of the
to Governor Hagerman an event not morrow tho entertainment committee
will again lunch with the governor at
soon- to be forgot ten.
The convention will be called to or- the Alvarado after which a committee
der Friday morning by the president. composed of seven representative
Rabbi Jacob H. Kaplan will offer citizens will meet tho governor in th''
prayer, and Governor Hagerman will lobby, and between tho hours of 2::i0
make an address which will be one p! m., and 3:30 p. m., an informal reof the featurus of the convention. ception will lie held, at which time the
practical governor will be introduced t.a all or
Another symposium1 on
banking questions will then take place Albuquerque's business men who call.
the time limit of each .delegate being The governor will dine with several
confined to five minutes. The time friends In tho evening after which a
and place of the next convention will committee will escort him to the rutins
be decided upon and all unfinished of the Commercial club, where, beginbusiness transacted. The afternoon ning promptly at 9 o'clock, tho rewill be devoted to drives about the ception will be held. Friday the govcity and in the evening a banquet will ernor will spend the day in Albuquerbe served at the Alvarado. The com- que and in the morning of that day
mittees are as follows:
will address the bankers' convention,
Finance and Arrangement W. S. attending the bankers' banquet that
Strickler, chairman; M. W. Flournoy night, returning to Santa Fe Saturday
and J. B. Herndon.
morning.
Banquet Committee W. H. Gillen-wat!- -,
chairman; Frank McKee, Hoy
JOE GAN5 PASSED THROUGH,
McDonald and W. J. Johnson.
R. M.
Entertainment Committee
EN ROUTE TO 'FRISCO
N. Rapier and A.
Merrltt, chairman;
R. Frost,
Commercial Club Executive Com- JIMMY BRITT HAS WAIVED THE
mittee AV. S. Hopewell, chairman; C.
COLOR LINE AND WILL GIVE
E. Newcomer, W. S. Strickler, M. W.
THE NEGRO A CHANCE THEY
Flournoy, O. N. Marron, Noa Ilfeld,
NEED THE MONEY.
Wallace Hesselden, G. L. Brooks, and
J. C. Baldridge.
Joe flans, the smoked Baltlmorian
welterweight, who is soon to put tne
GTHEK GTIES SUFFER
gloves on with Jimmy Britt at San
Francisco, passed through the city
AS DOES ALBUQUERQUE
this forenoon on the California limited
en route to the coast. Oans alighted
The following article from the Tucn the platform to find his" old friend,
son, Arizona, Citizen might have been J. F. Mitchell, mlxerologist at. tho AlAlbuquerque
written about
but it varado waiting to meet him.
wasn't. The article quotes N'. E. Plumgo will probably be
The C.ans-Biit- t
mer, president of the chamber of com- the next really important fight to come
merce, as follows:
off on the. Pacific coast. The arrange"A disgrace of our city. That is ments have not been fully completed
what Congress street and Stone ave- and the articles of agreement have not
nue, our main business streets, are been signed, but as lioth fighters are
today," remarked President N. K. short cf ready money, there, is little
Plummer, of the Tucson chamber of doubt but what the fight will be pulled
commerce, this morning.
off. The native son at first refused to
"Why, just I)k at the streets
fight the negro, but has lately waived
mud several inches deep and slop the color line.
boles every few feet. It certainly reThere is also a strong possibility of
flects no credit on Tucson to have Cans getting a finht soon with Goo.
streets like this, even In the residence O'Rourke, the Australian, who aspires
section to say nothing of the business to a scrap with Nelson or Britt. Jack
section.
Dougherty is another of the fraternity
"It would nor lie a difficult, matter that desires a chance at the negro, but
to macadamize our business streets. I so far the colored boy has seemed
have heard that the council contem- loath to go against the Irishman.
It should certainly
plates this move.
Cans' appearand' this morning was
ww t with the approval of every pro-- that of a man in lit;" physical condiprossivo citizen.
tion.
"There is plenty of rock to lie had'
One hundred pairs nf boy's knee
on the hills just, west of the city. Al
rock crusher might be liorrowed and pants, worth .Vic mi 7 jc, special, L'.V'
then with chain gang labor the streets per pair. Simon S'ern, the Hailioail
could be made a credit to the town avenue clothier.
and they would be dry and passable afOne hundred pair- of boy's kr.ee
ter a hard rain."
pants, worth 5(ic and Tjc. special, J.'jc
Pt pair. Simon SNiii, the Kail road
EPRIS POST OFFICE NOT
avenue clothier.
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for Santa Fe this morning.
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Finest Whiskies

Wines, Brandies. Etc. o:

Prop'r.
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SAMPLE A NO

2 0 West Railroad Avenae
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HAVANA CIGARS
Rich and Fragrant
Sold by all Dealer

UNDERTAKERS
Superintendents
Falrvlew
Santa Barbara Cemeteries.

THE

and

ODOR OF A REALLY
CIGAR

GOOD

is enjoyed by most ladles in spite of

their objections to

MONUMENTS

smoking

thera-m'tvp- s.

No gentleman noed fear to
HHk permission to gnioku a WHITK
1ALY CIGAR in tho presence of his

N. Second St.. Both Phones.!

sweetheart or best girl, as they aro
remarkable for the fragrance and purity of their smoke.
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STRONG BLOCK.

Wootton

c

M.?kn..

0. W. Strong's Sons

201-21- 1

Co.

Works cI

Machine

SMOKE

Myer,

Real Estate

A.

J. RICHARDS

113!2 WEST

RAILROAD

tUPTSISHJ

AVENUE- -

RENTALS

AND

Ranches

and

Farms

Correspondence Solicited.
IL'3 S. Third St.,
AI.nUQUERQ.UE . . . . N.

nt

MHO

LcaSON
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IN BREAD MAKIttu.

Is tho most Important of all; that
Is the selection of proper flour.
There Is no difficulty about this if

M

Empress flour is choeon. It la so
good and makes such sweet, white
and nutritious bread as to be unsurpassed by any milled. The best
bread makers use It for that very
reason.

THE CELEBRATED

O. F. O.
WHISKEY

M. BERGER,
114

Wholesale Agent,
West Copper Ave.

A

iI

Bottled In Bond.

TheGeo.T.StaggCo.
Distillers.
FRANKFORT, KT.

ft

Sola Agents.

Albuquerque, N. M.
Automatic Phone, 199.

i:

IT YOU WISH TO EAT a good
lunch and enchiladas on tho Mexican
style, bo to South Third street. Mraer
of Silver avenue, No. 215.
Will be

semd

promptly at any hour of the
Prices will be from 25c to 30c.

House

Furnishing Line

Chas. L. Keppeler
aul

Phones:
Black 263.

Bold.

first appointee, he stated that he
would take it. His appointment was
the result.

loMiKht

One hundred pairs of boy's knee
pants, worth Sue and "rc, special, 25c
per pair. Simon, iiuru, the Railroad
avenue clothier.

FIRE INSURANCE,

Red

:2;

House

RANKIN

&

10AKV

;

iKfMONOBATO

MELINI & EAKIN
.

'

1

& CO.

IT. N. T. Armljo Building

Construction

. P. HALL, froprl0tor
Iron and Brass Castings; Ore, Coal and Lumber Cars; ihaftUn.
Pulleys, QraJe Bars, Babbit Metal; Columns and Iron rronU for
Buildings.
ffopalr on Mlnlne ana Mu
Foundry east ttlde ot railroad track.
AlbaQuerna, K. M.

JOSEPH

i.

iilf,'lit.
news conveyed to him by The Citizen
was the fiivt intimation Dr. Michaels
Special Any pair of men's ni.'li M. GRENADINO
hail of his apiKjintnicnt, which was a
complete siirprix". In speaking
of Kiadf pants, worth $l.5 to $G, Friday
When you want something in the
Saturday only. $3 45. Simon
the matter this morning, the doctor and
said mat some weeks ago, when a Stern, the Railroad avenue clothier.
was first
established at
IKisiolflee
GOOD MUSIC! GOOD MUSIC! AT
Go To
Kpris, the person appointed as post- THE MASK
BALL TONIGHT, AT
accept
to
tho
office.
master refused
COLOMBO HALL. GENTLEMEN 75c.
H
was at Kpris at the time, officiat- LADIES
FREE.
323 South Second St.
ing us field surgeon for Grant llroth-ers- ,
Hinliest price paid for household
Ke
graders on the Santa
cutoff.
Hood. New and second hand goods
When the office was refused by thfe

B. F. COPP, D. D. S.

Electric &

AVE.

Opening Announcement.

Jtoom

Southwestern

The St. Elmo

Albuquerque
Hardware
Company
iiiim

& Combination

Fixtures

6. E. Induction Motor

Albuquerque

q

FOURTH ST. AND RAILROAD

Electric: Gas

WsmitiiwwiwaBWW

touch the

MMi,

H

216 South Second Street
Agents General Electric Co., Crocker, Wheeler Co.

The hands do

V'fvnot

and Draperies

HOUSE WIRING A 8PECIALTY.

r

U

AVE.

mixes and kneads
bread thoroughly
in Three Minutes.

v

,,

I

left,

AVENUE

Wo carrj a complete stock ot
motors for alternating and direct
currents.

'BREAD
MAKER

lj

I

Dr. Thomas M. Michaels, whoseap-IKilntnien- t
as postmaster at Kpris, N.
M
was announced in The livening
Citizen's Washington specials Tuesday, spent yesterday in tli city, and

Furniture, Carpets

Albuquerque
Hardware
Company

1

You aro cordially invited to call at
the Brunswick, 1"7 South Second
street, in the Barncr. bulldinK, where
I will open a lliKii Class I'ool and
Hilliard l'arlor next week. Extending a
cordial invitation to all,
I remain yours,
M. GUSSAROKK.

RAILROAD

Albert Faber

Introducing the Big "6" Comedians:
Clarence Powell, James Crosby, Fred
Simpson, Happy Bureguard, Frank
Kirk, Lester McOanlels and
40 Emperors of Minstrelsy 40
New and Bewildering Sights, Scenes
and sensations without a parallel In
the Minstrel World!
PRICES: 50, 75 and $1. Seats on tale
at Matson'e Monday, Feb. 12.

'

AFTER

GEORGIA

Minstrels

by-la-

SOUGHT

3083 JO

Pringles's

s.

MUCH

Have Removed to the New
Staab Building

h

Store

CO.

REAL ESTATE
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LOW PRICES
EASY PAYMENTS

FURNITURE,

CROCKERY,
AND

STOVES

RANGES

Borradaile

& Co.

OOOs0sOftO000 made
00OftOOftO0OftO0 0
that
said a
"I

$350 on

eOc."

prominent Albuquerque business man,
on the completion of his conversation
over the Long Distance Telephone.
MONEY IN YOUR POCKET
by using the toll lines of

The Colorado Telephone Co.
Room

18 N.

T. Armljo Building.

LOANS

Automstlo phone 451.
Room 10, N. T. Armljo Building.

LOW RATES

J
J

MHt

HWAMtlK

ALHUQUEHQUE

PAGE SIX.

Little
"A1AVAY8 READY

KVRX1SO CITIZEN.

the

Watientiznes

OH, LITTLE

AfwT--l

j

r- -

KTER, YOU ARE DUE.

RROTHER Oil A

...SANTA

J''.'i

yJS

Effective December X0,J905

wta

j

We know that yon are sometimes more emphatic than polite.
Hut somehow we're alwnyg ready

To cure the summer hav crop and to s!art the springtime seed.
Here's hoping that the harvest may reward your honest toil
Till the profits of your acres are like those of Standard oil.
Then here's to you, Mr. Farmer, as you've labored in the past.
In the fame exact proportion may you win out at last!

To pet out and yell for Teddy,

Tor the country's pretty certain you're after what
HOW

la right.

SAD TO THINK THAT SHERIFF'S

IT'S BAD FINANCE TO GET FOUND OUT.

nASE.

Stations.

No. 423.

11:00am Lv. Santa Fe
12:51 pm
Espanola
2:11 pm
Embudo
3:00pm
Barranca
4:02 pm
Servllleta
4:32 p m
C :
5 p m

Oh, Little Brother Grafter,
You are due
To discover that we're after
Only you.
Yoirve pillaged this community
With absolute Impunity,
But you'll get scant Immunity
Hereafter, so skldoo!

Old Mother Earth Is bountiful, the skies are glowing blue.
Here's to you, Mr. Farmer, there is luck in store for you.
Here's hoping that the weather may he always what you need

Westbound.

No. 426.

,'

We known you fond of talking, and we know you're full of fight;

1908.

TeJMNCII...

Eastbound.

1

14,

D.oB.GSjjStCRl

1

MAY THE WEATHER HE ALWAYS WHAT YOU NEED.

TO CRT OFT AND YF.LL FOR TEDDY.

WEDNE9DAY, FEBRUARY

3:30
1:26

11:36 p m
10:29 pm

Tres Piedrag
Antonlto
Alamosa
Pueblo
Colo. Springs
Ar. Denver Lv.

8:30 pm
3 : 00

pm
pm
12:26pm

Ar.

a ni

4:35 a m

10:00pm

pm
6:40am
11:05 pm
8:10

9:40 pro
7:00 pm
StOD at Emllllrln fnr dinner
where good meals are served.
Connections.
At Antonlto, for Durango, Silvertot
and Intermediate points.
At Alamosa, for Denver, Pueblo and
intermediate points, via either the
standard gauge line via La veta Pass
or the narrow gauge via Sallda, making the entire trip in daylight and
passing through the FAMOUS ROYAL
GORGE.
Also for all points on the
Creede branch.
S. K. HOOPER. G. P. A.,
Denver, Colo.
Traveling Freight
A. S. BARNEY,
and Passenger Agent.

am
Trains

7 : 30

BY VERY LITTLE EFFORT SENT T O
WELL DESERVED DEFEAT.

RECORD

RAILROAD TIME TABLE
Oh, lordly Mr. Financier,
Time was you ruled creation.
And we beheld your form with fear,
And humble veneration.
But Hughes has let the daylight

Oh. Senators, so wise and great,
Well may the nation tremble
When to discuRs affairs of state
You solemnly assemble.

How sad to think that sheriffs base
In Kansas and Missouri
Should hale your members forth to
face
An envious grand jury!
If yuti are thus to be bereft,
There sour will be no senate left!

through

Your ways, and hence hereafter
We'll be constrained to look on you
As just a Greater Grafter.

d

Which proves, beyond the slightest
doubt,
It's bad finance to get found out.
this city and there was a good attendance. The coming meeting" will be
annual one of the orthe twenty-thirganization.
General James Tanner, commander
in chief, of the Grand Army of the Republic, has been in. correspondence
Commander Jacob
with Department
Weltmer, of New Mexico, at Santa Fe,
and has practically decided upon the
abeve mentioned time for the meeting.
General Tanner will go to Tennessee,
then through the southern states ly
enway of New Orleans, attending
campments. From El Paso he will go
to I.as Cruces and then to California.

GOVERNOR HAGERMAN PLEASED
WITH

Trusting People!
Has the long sought era come
Which the optimistic poets have yclept Millenium?
Have you actually awakened to the fact tliat If you try
Yon can rule this mighty nation on y:mr own hook, by and by?
Have you learned that burly losses whom you thought could not lie beat
Are by very little effort sent to
defeat?
That's the way the signs are pointing; every recent circumstance
Seems to verify the tidings that the People 'have a chance.

d

PLANS FOR RECEPTION

W. C. Stewart,

Monte Vista, Colo.,
ewes, 89 pounds, $4.90; 502 lambs,
pounds, $6.90.
J. R. James, Las Animas, Colo., 393
lambs, 76 pounds, $6.70.
Letheman & L., Lamar, Colo., 214
sheep and yearlings, 81 pounds, $5.85.
Thursday, February 8.
Lazemeyer, Arkansas Valley, 747
lambs, 83 pounds, $7.05.
Weber, Arkansas Valley, 532 lambs,
73 pounds, $6.90,
Colt & Son. 294 yearlings, 82
pounds, $6.15; 348 ewes, 85 pounds,

(la effect November

Oh, People!

346
70

MOST ANYTHING
j

.. Aumasemueirais.

"Frightful mlxup at the Jenkins-- '
Jones wedding ceremony the Uher1
GEORGIA MINSTRELS.
day."
As big and as good a vaudeville
"I didn't hear about it."
And Anticipates Royal Time in Duke City-H- ow
bill us has ever been seen is presented
"The minister asked Jenkins If he by Richards & Prlngle's
took her to be his lawful wedded wife Georgia Minstrels, that come Famous
Officials Record Themselves on
to the
and promised to love, honor, cherish Elks' Opera House tonight.
de-- j
protect
her,
replied,
and
'I
and
he
There is no "headline" act. each
$5.10,
on advice of counsel."
Statehood Question.
and every one is strong enough to be
Standard M. & L. S. Co., Kansas, cline to answer
974 wethers, 117 pounds, $5.75.
with any company or vaude"How's business been with your featured
ville theater in America.
J. A. Kelly, Monte Vista, Colo., 305 street railway
company?"
MARKET
LETTER
Like similar organizations, it has a
lambs, 77 pounds, $6.75.
"Had, very bad; so bad, in fact,
NATIVES OF SANTA FE COUNTY FAVOR JOINT STATEHOOD
"First part," but the "Georgian" give
E. Wlorth, Monte Vista, Colo., 291 that
we've
just
to
about
decided
ask
Special Correspondence.
one that is different from all others;
lambs, 64 pounds, $6.50.
for a
extension on the fran- It is full of boisterous, lively fun
Kansas City, Mo., Feb. 12. Shipand
Friday, February 9.
denied
abolutely
single
Is
statehood
chise."
counments of cattle from the range
Special Correspondence.
music; with lots of ginger. There
E. Worth, Monte Vista, Colo., 291
congress.
by
the
territories
W.
try have been scattering during the lambs, 64 pounds, $6.50.
are no "dummy ends" or "ehair warmSanta Fe, N. M., Feb. 13. Hon.
Prof. Hiram Hadley. superintend
Cleveland police are puzzled, be- ers" in the circle;
week and prices have advanced
every one Is a
Abbott, Las Animas, Colo., 205 cause
B. Childers called at the capltol this ent of public Instruction, is one of past
In
a
$1,300
man
with
clothes
his
from 15 to 25c on all classes in that yearlings, 80 pounds, $6.15; Colt, Las
worker, and if you want to hear the
and informed Governor the few officials found at the state time.
e
afternoon,
seventy-fivThey
cent
a
shovel.
stole
Most of the stuff received from Alnmas, Colo., 234 ewes, 85 pounds,
this is the place to go. An
favor of joint statehood. far-of- f
can't imagine why a man with $1,300 latest,
Hagerman of the plans for the recep- house not inHagerman
territory has been stockers and $5.00.
company is presented this
very
new
entire
been
has
Governor
Albuquerque
feeders, some good feeders from Coltion to be given by the
Colo., 402 lambs, wants a shovel.
season
Ford,
Rocky
faces for the first time
Yant,
and
voicing
his
sentiment
plain
spoken
in
evenCommercial club on Thursday
orado going at $4.40 to $4.75; stock- 68 pounds, $6.40.
In this territory will be seen.
Governor
question.
on
statehood
the
these
Mary
Twain thinks he knows twice
ing. The chief executive found
Receipts of Colorado and western
William Nichols has charge of the
Hagerman favors joint statehood in ers at $3.80 to $4.40, while fed steers
arrangements entirely to his liking.
from the southwest sold at from $4.45 cattle here this week have been al- as much about truth as young Johnny largest and best orchestra ever with
single.
to
preference
from
Rockefeller
does
because
twice
he's
The governor, with the escort arto
$2.80
at
bulls
to
sold
a
$4.85;
few
today
on
the
a minstrel show. Prof. Ferd Simpson
Judge John R. McFie stated
most entirely stuff purchased
the Commercial club, which willFe at that if the Hamilton bill should pass $3.25; some canner cows at $2.10 to Denver market and forwarded here, as old. Now let's hear from Hen Rog- has charge of the big street band.
ers.
rive at noon, will leave Santa
to
sup-p$3
$3.30.
heifers
a
at
$2.75;
few
feeders, selling mainly at $4.25 to
the senate, it would receive his
4 o'clock In the afternoon, arriving at
The cattle run today was heavy, be- $4.60, one drove of black cattle bringt.
MME. MODJESKA'S SEATS.
"Think of all the sacrifices that!
Albuquerque at 7:15 If the trains are
are
yet
ing
classes
head,
all
opposed
13,000
but
Col. Geo. W. Prichard is
ing $4.75.
The subscription for seats for the
have been made for art."
on time. The silk hat brigadeIn will to joint statehood. Mr. Prichard 'be- selling strong and active, with the de
the
"Humph, maybe I don't. I've lived Mme. Modjeska performance Februleave the state house at 3:30
lieves that the territories are entitled mand good and prices the highest of Common Colds Are the Cause of Many for two years in a flat
.
over a music ary 24, will close Saturday, and on
.
afternoon.
de1.
is
any time since January
Packer3
to two senators each, and he
Serious Diseases.
teacher's, and I guess I have made a the following Monday the sale of
In speaking of the reception this cidedly opposed to the east cutting fear that supplies are going to drop
Physicians who have gained a na- few."
seats will begin. With each ticket the
afternoon, Governor Hagerman said
down "the representation of the west
and are keeping stocked up to the tional reputations as analysts of the
purchaser will bo allowed to express
(that he anticipated the pleasure of which would be the case If the four off,
hllVlimit and nt fnnrs tholr netlvA
was sure
A witness before a New York sen- his desires upon the subject of the
cause of various diseases, claim that
the occasion very much. Heaffair,
'two!ing,
i
joined
in
rpflfWeri
In the strone demand if catching
and territories should be
cold could be avoided a ate committee declared J. P. Morgan three plays In the Madame's reportoire
be a pleasant
that it would
apAs spring
from the country.
the states.
of dangerous ailments would and George W. Perkln3 were not try- and the play receiving the most votes
long
list
lie was exceedingly grateful for City
nas
rumor
to
answer
that
In
the
proaches, country buyers always be- never be heard of. Every one knows ing to save the Hudson's Palisades. In this manner will be the one prepains the people of the Duke
He been w t'.ely circulated to the effect come more active, and this season that pneumonia and consumption orig If that's true, they're breaking their sented.
were taking for his pleasure.
Those attaching their names
resigned
from
had
Col.
Prichard
that
invithey have the added incentive of a
It's the first time they ne- to the subscription list will be allowed
stated that he had received an
the office or attorney general, the col- record breaking demand from pack- inate from a cold, and chronic ca records.
banquet
bankers'
glected
the
attend
tn
the rocks.
tation
bronchitis, and all throat and
first choice of seats, after which othstcted that, he had made no such ers, with the knowledge that feeding tarrh,
on Friday night, but did not believe onel
ers will be served as they come. Judgresignation.
This report may have operations are now on a money mak- lung troubles are aggravated and rend
AlIn
Man
Luckiest
tarry
in
Arkansas.
to
ered more serious by each fresh at
ing
that he would be able Friday morning, grown cu. of his intention to resign ing basis,
the Interest being taken In
s
"I am the luckiest man In Arkan- the from
and with flattering
buquerque later than
tack. Do not risk your life or take
approaching appearance of Mme.
during tno spring or summer, the reaimportance
sas,"
Stanley,
writes
H.
L.
pressing
Bruno
ahead.
of
of
as matters
chances when you have a cold
Modjeska, the house will no doubt be
son for which Mr. Prichard stated
The sheep situation is not as satis- Chamberlain's Cough Remedy will "since the restoration of my wife's sold out by the time of the date of
were continually calling his attention was
he had private business mat- factory
that
years
just
health
of
five
house.
continuous
conditions
are
as
after
state
cattle
at the
cure it before these diseases develop
her appearance,
and the "S. R. O."
ters which would necessitate his presThere have leen many callers at ence in New York. The volume of now. Heavy runs keep up at all mar- This remedy contains no opium, mor coughing and bleeding from the lungs; sign hung out.
inaugurao
I
his
my
good
being
since
owe
today
to
and
fortune
the
supply
house
kets,
here
the
the state
phlue or other harmful drus and has
business falling upon the office of attion.
head. The market advanced 10 thirty years of reputa'lon back of it, world's greatest medicine, Dr. King's
torney
Is of such increasing
Frightfully Burned.
low
Discovery for Consumption,
During this forenoon bis attention nature general
the
week,
from
15c last
C"ir.ed by Its cures under every condl New
it requires constant at- to
V. Moore, a machinist,
of
Chas.
I
Tuesday,
experience
was occupied by a plea for a reprieve tention, that
which
know
from
Monday
point
will
and
reached
tlon. For aai-- by all drug;lst3.
and he does not believe that
are
cure consumption if taken in time. Ford City, Pa., had his hand frightof the sentence to hang In the Conley he can give
office closing the week firm. Sheep
of
the
business
the
My wife Im proved with the first bot- fully burned in an electrical furnace
murder case of Taos county. The proper
This Day in History.
and attend to private selling steady today, but lambs are 5
.matter was taken tinder advisement. matters, attention
tle
to 15c lower, nutting them back to the
and twelve bottles completed the He applied Bucklen's Arnica Salv
14,
sena
United
Slates
1689.
Feb.
too.
Regarding the appointment of a
1.
The tors organized a Don't Worrv Club.
cure." Cures the worst coughs and with the usual result, "a quick and
January
lowest
nolnt
since
attorney
of
Abbott,
C.
district
E.
permanent cure." Greatest healer on
man to fill the vacancy in the pr- Si.nta Fe county, favors single state- - demand of packers la large, but there
Feb. 14, 1777. John Paul Jones in- - coins or money reiunoea. At all drug- a
olate clerk's office of Bernalillo coun- hcod, but he will support joint state- seems little prospect for any improve troduced hanging In the United States ' gists. 50c and $1.00. Trial bottle earth for Burns, Wounds, Sores,
ty caused by the death of J. A. Sum- hood as he considers it the only form ment in prices so lone as the heavy navy.
and Piles. 25c, at all drugfree.
gists.
mers, Governor Hagerman stated that the measure will ever be submitted marketing
The Gates
continues.
Feb. 14, 1982. Packers still claim
when
Philadelphia Jack O'Brien is como
he would make the appointment ThursColorado,
lambs,
Vista,
In.
Monte
gave
from
they
in
confidence.
information
ing in for considerable criticism be- Now's the Time to Subscribe, Charley.
he comes to Albuquerque on
Marcos Cotlllo. one of the most welching 89 pounds, sold today at 6.85
C. A. Mulherin was in town Saturcause he Is talking of crossing the
day
.
prominent native born citizens of the
other pretty good western lamls
A Healing Gospel,
ocean to fight the British heavyweight day as jolly as ever. A greater lover
Santa Fe For biaienooa. gone county and the present incumbent of and
range
b.o
from
against
$6.75,
pastor
a
C.
Warren,
at
J.
The
of
Rev.
Contrary to the report that has
O'Brien sees some easy of good jokes never walked our
exto $7.05 last week for the lest lambs Sharon Baptist Cchurch, Belair, Ga., champion.
Santa Fe the probate clerks office, is an
money in the bout, and as he had streets. Charley is one of the subabroad that the people of statehood,
joint
statehood.
ponent
of
to
says
Yearlings
$5.75
b.li.
at
sell
here.
Bitters:
God
a
of
Electric
"It's
are solid in opposing joint
R. L. Baca is authority ror tne state- a string of the Standard Meat and send to mankind. It cured me of a good health locfore taking up the fight- stantial friends of The Signal, and we
senyour correspondent finds a strongamong
ing game, he thinks he might as well are as proud of his friendship a he is
ment
that Santa Fe county will give a
Stock wethers, weighing 111 lame back, stiff joints, and complete go
timent favoring it, not onlyand pol- majority of 7nu for Joint statehood Live
alter the coin. There are a good of the paper. Salinevlllt (O.) Signal.
which
today,'
bringing
pounds,
I
$5.75
physical
collapse.
was
bo weak it many
those prominent in business In fact, and Mr. Castillo was of the same was
hammer users who will not be
similar
for
paid
price
hour
to
same
an
walk a mile.
took me half
the
Itching Piles.
itics but in the rank and file.
stuff last week. The shortage of feed Two bottles of Electric Bitters have satisfied until O'Brien is knocked out,
Frost and opinion. It was the opinion ofof these
If you are acquainted with anyone
after excepting Col. Max few
the
they
doing
and
anvil
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natives
are
gentlemen
thai
the
the
stock,
in
officeIn
I
forced
some localities has
me eo strong have just walked
who is troubled with this distressing
Hon. T. B. Catron, and a
county were heartily In favor of joint Immature lambs going to feeders last made
three miles in 50 minutes and feel act. The prize kickers live in New ailment, you can do aim no greater
holders of minor importance, there
the
It
at
vote
for
come
would
yellows
and
orl,
"where
the
Fat
$6.15.
to
favor
week at from $5.75
like walking three more. It's made a
favor than to tell him to try Chamare comparatively few mot in
polls.
goats bring $3.50 to $4.25.
new man of me." Greatest remedy from."
berlain's Salve. It gives instant relief.
of It
Paper.
Weekly
New
city
for weakness and all Stomach, Liver
Mr. Catron is now in Kansas
This salve also cures sore nipples
Gerrn
Yellow
Fever
The
to
paper
weekly
new
A.
Loomis'
City
J.
Sold under has recently
and Kidney complaints.
being interviewed by the Kansas
tetter and salt rheum. Price 25 cents.
SALES
It
discovered.
STOCK
been
make
will
Fe
at
published
Santa
be
against
guarantee at all druggists. Price 50c bears a close resemblance to
Journal for the third time
the ma- For sale by all druggists.
It will be
o
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germ. To free the system from
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to
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and
in
democratic
Catron,
Follow
9.
Mr.
City.
Mo.. Feb.
A Citizen want ad will get the busi
Kansas
ways a pet hobby with
question,
Andrew Y'our
"What disease germs, the most effective
ioint Maithood 1n policy. Mr. Uwniis ing were some sales of western sheep
Try one.
ness.
.inn hp t said to have other Import
man
marwith
who
a
should
be
done
remedy is Dr. King's .New Life Pills.
jet selected a name for the and lambs at Kansas City this ween ries his mother-in-law?- "
ant reasons for not wanting joint has nois absurd. Guaranteed to cure all diseases due to
paper.
new
that
recognizes
5.
statehood, though be
Monday, February
She'll do it.
25c
malaria poison and constipation.
Young Bros., Wamego, Kan., 620
all druggists.
at
lambs, 80 pounds, $7.
Don't Deceive Yourself.
PRESBYTERIANS MEET TO
29!
A. Clark, Monte Vista, Colo.,
WELL KNOWN MERMore Famous Sayings.
Don't deceive yourself, it you have
ARRANGE THEIR FINANCES. lambs,
71 pounds, $6.90.
"Resign? I should say not! Why,
Indigestion
Kodol
Dyspepsia
take
11. The na
Pa.,
Pittsburg,
Feb.
475
A. Gardner, I,as Animas, Colo
CHANT TO BE MARRIED tioual businessmen's conference oi
Cure, it will relieve you. Rev. W. E. I haven't even thought of such a
84 pounds, $0.85.
Hocutt. South Mills, N. C, says: " thing! v Justico Deuel.
Church, lambs,
Presbyterian
the L'niieJ
A. J. Ackerman, Monte Vista, Colo.
was troubled with Indigestion for sev
LIsome
time
together
SECURES
was
HAWLEY
called
which
J.
r.r..", lamlis f.7 imnnits.
PERCY
SK 75.
For coids, coughs, bronchitis and all
eral years; whatever I ate Fcemed to
yesterday.
ago,
sessions
opened
its
lung diseases, use Compound Syrup
CENSE TO WED HELEN HUNTER
Ilradburn, Monte Vista, Colo.,
cause
sour
heartburn,
flutstomach,
representdelegates,
0XAl UFA
Several hundred
71 pounds, $6.70.
OF THIS CITY.
tering of my heart, and general de- of Eucalyptus. 50 cents a bottle at
ing United Presbyterian churches in
.1
Uuppe's.
IS scott. limar. Colo.. 287 sheep
pression of mind and body. My drug
ali parts of the country, are in atand .yearlings, 100 pounds, $5.70.
gist recommended Kodol, and It has She Miaht Have Died from Paralysis
A marriage license was issued totendance. The object of tbo conferss
Colo..
Lamar,
J.
L.
L..
and
relieved me. I can now eat anything
day to Percy J. Hawley and Helen ence Is to devise a plan for placing 8.S pounds, $3.
Caused by Scarlet Fever, but Was
and sleep soundly at night." Kojj
Cured by Slan'i Liniment.
Hunter, both of this city, by the dep- the management of the church upon a
L. C. Swluk, Rocky Ford, Colo., 499 digests what
you eat, makes the
Biloxi, Miss.
strict business basis, and to secure ewe, 78 pounds, $4.90.
uty probate clerk.
stomach sweet. Palatable, strength Dr. Earl S. Sloan:
its future financially and otherwise
6.
February
Mr. Hawlev is the well known merTuesday,
ening and affords quick relief, gold
Dear Sir Four years ago my little
in accordance with twentieth century
W. C. Stewart, Monte Vista, Colo., by all druggists.
girl was dangerously 111 with Scarlet
chant and proprietor of the book and nit bods and ideas.
$0.80.
YORK1
K.!
iambs, 09 jiounds,
o
stationery store ut the corner of Sec
Fever. She seemed to be dying; her
J. M. Sims, Monte Vista, Colo.. 2S3
ond street and Silver avenue. nir.
Why don't half a dozen ,,; Count head was drawn back and sho suffered
lambs, 70 inmnds, $6.90.
GRAND ARMY
Hawley's prospective wife is also well
Bonl's old friends in Paris crrange a agony. The doctor tried remedy after
1). .7. Ackerman, Monte Vista, Colo.,
and favorably known in the city.
remedy, but failed to relieve the pain,
benefit for him?
ex$6.75.
501
lambs, C9 pounds,
This Remedy Is a Specific,
The many friends of both will
until as a last resort he used Sloan's
TO BE HELD AT
ENCAMPMENT
a.
Mat
congratulations
Monte
J. A. Kelly & Co.,
Sure to Clve Satisfaction.
tend to them hearty
Liniment. My child began to experiGripe or Sicken.
Never
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Colo., 275 lambs, 75
ence relief immediately, and is living
and best wishes for their future
or
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never
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1J
Colo.,
but
Ford,
11. pollock, Rocky
piness and success.
APRIL OR THE FIRST OF MAY.
and well today. I always keep Sloan's It cleanses, soothes. LenLj. and nrntnMa
strengthen
cleanse
the
and
stomach
ewes, hi pounds, 5.
in the house now, and use it diseased Iuembriiue. U cure Catarrh and!
bowelB. mis is the univer Liniment
r
.invesaway a i;old In the Head quickly.
Iu all probability the encampment of
The Best Physic.
k ti. i.nL'. Iamar. Colo., 33G liver and
for every emergnecy.
.. ,.
e.,n
,i
t
Restores the Senses of Taste uud Smell.
uitlsand3
Gratefullv yours,
When you want a physic that It mild the Grand Army of the Republic of s.lt;, and yearlings, 91 pounds,
to uso. Contains no injurious drupi.
AMANAT.
P. A. St.
will be held between
John Van Horn. Rocky rum,
in effect, take Chamberlain's Stomach New Mexico, May
'incso famous litua pills n sieve head
Applied into tha nostrils and absorbed.
o
m, ewes, 84 pounds, $4.75.
9, this year.
and Liver Tablets. JTlce 25 cents. April 25 and
ache, constipation, biliousness, jaun
"Spender has been living at a ter- Largo Sizn, DO cents at Irm?gtrtii or by
The place was fixed at lie last anWednesday, February 7.
Kvery box warrauted. Get a free saui-tan5Go dice, torpid liver, sallow e unpK xlon
pace for the last year or two." mail ; Trial Size, 10 cents by UuuL
rific
J. M. Sims, Monte Vista. Colo.,
gentle, easy to take and pleasant nual meeting to le helda' Las Cruetc. Try Little Early RUers.
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$7.
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Elvs Cream Balm
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12, 1905.)

Eastbound.
No. 2, Atlantic Express, arrives 7:55
a. m., departs 8:25 a, m.
No. 4, Chicago Limited, arrives 11:59
p. m., departs 12:09 a. m.
No. 8, Chicago & Kansas City Express, arrives 6:45 p. m., departs
7:45 p. m.
No. 10, Chicago Fast Mall, arrives
6:50 a. in., departs 7:30 a. m.
Westbound.
No. 1, California Express, arrives 7:30
P. m., departs 8:15 p. m.
No. 3, California Limited, arrives
OC)OOOOOOOOCXXXXXXXXXXXXX)
11:10 a. m., departs 11:20 a. m.
No. 7, Mexico & California Express,
.
arrives 10:45 p. m., departs 11:59.
No. 9, Fast Mall, arrives 11:35 p. m.
,
Southbound.
OOCXXXXXXXXDOOOCOOOOOOOOOOO No.
9, Mexico Express, departs
12:15
p. m.

Local freight train. No. 99, southbound, departs at 5 a. m., and carries passengers.
Arrives From South.
No. 10, Mexico Express, arrives 6:50
a. m.
No. 10 makes all local stops

Albuquerque.
No. 1 runs direct
No. 7 runs direct
No. 3 runs direct
San Francisco.
All trains daily.
T.

east of

to Los Angeles.
to San Francisco.

to Los Angeles and

E. PURDY. Agent.

B. A. SLEYSTER
REAL

INSURANCE,

ESTATE-NOTA-RY

PUBLIC.
Room 6, Cromwell Block, Albuquerque
Automatic Telephone, 174.
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
(Homestead Entry No. 6048.)
Department of the Interior, Land Office at Santa Fe, New Mexico, Jan
uary 30, 190C.
Notice is hereby given that tTie 1
named settler has filed notice
of his intention to make final proof In
support of his claim, and that said
proof will be made before the probate
clerk at Albuquerque, New Mexico, on
March G, 1906, viz.:
Manuel Chaves y Turrleta, of Bernalillo county, New Mexico, for the
lot 4, and the southeast quarter of the
southwest quarter of section 19, township 9 north, range 3 east.
. He names
the following witnesses
to prove his continuous residence
upon and cultivation of said land, viz.:
Gregwio ApodaCa y Candelarla, of
Albuquerque, New Mexico; Francisco
Griego, of Albuquerque, New Mexico;
Manuel Antonio Pena, of Pajarlto,
New Mexico; Ramon Lopez, of Albu
querque, New Mexico.
MANUEL R. OTERO.
Register.
o

NOTICE

FOR

PUBLICATION.

.(Homestead Entry No. 8687.)
Department of the Interior, Land Of
flee at Santa Fe, New Mexico, Jan
nary 30, 1906.
Notice is hereby given that the following named settler has filed notice
of his intention to make final proof in
support of his claim, and that said
proof will be made before the probate
clerk at Albuquerque, New Mexico, on
March 6, 1906, viz.:
John A. Sweeney, of Bernalillo
county New Mexico, tor the lots 1, 6
and 7, of section 1, township 8 north,
range 2 east.
He names the following witnesses
to prove his continuous residence
upon and cultivation of said land, viz.:
James R. Bingham, John W. Bar-netManuel Lopez and Ell A. Can-trelall of Albuquerque, New Mexico.
MANUEL R. OTERO,
Register.
t,

l,

merchanF tailoring
OVER NO. 209 WEST
RAILROAD
AVENUE, O. BAMBINI, PROPRIETOR

UPSTAIRS.

My merchant tailoring snop is upstairs over No. 209 West Railroad avenue, where I solicit the patronage of
the public. All work guaranteed first

class, as I have bad fifteen years' ex
perience in the business. Suits made
to order. Clothes cleaned, pressed and
repaired. The specific I use will not
injure the cloth. Ladies garments
also cleaned and walking skirts made
to order. Give me a trial.
O. BAMBINI.

COMING0 EVENTS

February 14 Richards & Prlngles'
"Merry Minstrels."
February 24 Mme. Modjeska.
A Habit to Be Encouraged.
The mother who li:a acquired the
habit of keeping on hand a bottle of
Chamberlain's Cougi Remedy, saves
herself, a great amount of uneasiness
and anxiety. Coughs, colds and croup,
to which children are susceptible, are
are quickly cured by Its nse. It counteracts any tendency of a cold to result in pneumonia, and if given a3
soon as the first symptoms of croup
appear, It will prevent the attack.
This remedy contains nothing injurious and mothers give it to little ones
with a feeling tf perfect security.
For sale by all druggists.

a

"WEDNESDAY, FEBRUARY

14.

evening citizen.

ALHLQUKKQUK

1906.

thracite this yenr

2 PTXP

ONLY

A

will approach the
unprecedented
demand during .905.
The high tide of earnings for the anthracite carriers was probably reached last year. It this proves to be the
case it Is likely also that the maximum market values for the anthracite stocks have born reached until
conditions arise which will renew the
activity of the past yeap- In the anthracite trade.

FEW DAYS AND

ONLY A FEW PIECES

LEFT
Better take advantage of this
great Carpet and Rug Sale. A few
real bargain left that will be cut
closer to close out by Saturday.

ffimWrfa
J.

Gifs&Brtiises

year, was a switchman

i

and Salt Meat.
Steam Sausage Factory,
f MIS Kl PIMUADT
Masonic Building, North Third Street

Si

ijii Milium
PricQ2jrjor&flOO

the I as Ve- he was fired, and had 66
wages
in
rims
coming to him. The
tyismor made a mistake and gave Coffin a check for $i;o.
The switchman
discovered the error, but was not hon
est enough to so Infirm tho ..mV,!,,..
Me "hiked" away from Las Vegas,
and
now has to face a trial.
SPECIAL FREIGHT RATES
PREVAIL IN SPAIN.
1 he Spanish covermm.nt Im.
rant.
ed railway companies the right to
make special freight rates over cer
tain sections of their systems, tho
prjposed rates to be first submitted
to the ministry of commerce. The
commercial Interests then have fifteen
days to record a protest. If not. vetoed by the minister, the special rates
may be brought into force in Rixty
days. Publicity is rennlrml in th..
Madrid Gazette".

-

Viaduct.

ff

PRESIDENT

RIPLEY
FEARS RATE BILL

HE,

OF THE SANTA
FE, SAYS
THERE IS POSSIBILITY OF TOO
MUCH POLITICS IF MEASURE
BECOMES

LAW.

OILS.
BRUSHKS.

AND

W9WEST

RAILROAD

Established

1

Don't Starve or Diet, but Use
na uure Your Stomach Troubles.

AVENUE.

GROSS, KELLY & CO., INC.

and Fancy

TvKIVN.

Ml M.

FOUND AT LAST

ens ,1,aun(lerei without shrinking.
We fcave
to our al.
ready well equipped laundery a machine wKh whichadded
we can handle
When
we
8hrlnlD8.
are through with them they
r,?en! ,)th0ut
them- -

IMPERIAL LAUNDRY CO.

b"n

"ReBlKFgP0gs"

CLABKVILLC PRODUCE CO

UttAUN A IND FEED
Wholesale and Retail
HIDES. PELTS AND WOOL
J. B. MacMANUS, Mgr.
602 South First Street Both Phonei

A. D.

The average treatment of stomach
troubles consists of a rigid diet list,
which often half starves the patient.
Of course it would be foolish for anyone who knowB that some foods are
positively harmful a nil luil
continue eating them, even while fob
lowing the
a
treatment, but in
ordinary cases of stomach trouoles H
is not necessary to starve or diet if
is faithfully iismI n tnhli.1 1...- f; re each meal.
The scientific remedy for tho cure
of stomach troubles, acts upon the
whole digestive system, and strengthens the organs so that they are able
io uigesi any lood that Is eaten, without fear of distress.
J. H. O RIelly & Co, have so much
confidence in the power of Mio-n- a
to
cure stomach troubles and resulting
ills, that they give a guarantee
with
every
t
box to refund the
money unless It cures.

ALBUQUERQUE AND LAS VEGAS

In 1882

F. C. RRATT
Stapl

Eat What You Like

Wool, Hide and Pelt Dealers

Leather, Harness,
Saddles, Lap
Robes, Horse Blankets, Etc. Palmetto Roof Paint; lasts five years and
stops leak. Cash paid for Hides and
Pelts.

OCOCXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXDB
"GOOD HORSES!"
WHY
NOT GOOD HARNESSf

Make matters match. If you're
possessor of a fine horse or
team see to it that their equipment
keeping with their worth. We have
a reputation for turning out harnecs
which bears critical Inspection from
any viewpoint strength, style, durability, price moderation.
As to th
latter, we win be glad to quote yoo
cost any time you ask It. Please ask.

JOHNSON

General Contractor
Hons." movlnir

1

TV

Mint-trie-

r

pipe laying, pumps, tanks and wind
mills. Irrigating plants a specialty.
Ranch deep well supplies.

a

E. P. Ripley, president of

Santa

re, arnven in ixs Angelesthe today.
When
questioned he said the Hepburn

mil aia not please mm to a great ex
tent, ami aserted
that its passage
wouki piace the power of administer-

is out (maybe).
At last the sec-ruThe man who fixes freight rates Is a billiard fiend.
Here is the clew:
Let A represent St. Louis and B represent Louisville, Kv and C rep
resent Covington, Tenn.
Let us try from A to strike the object ball at C with the cue ball, s
shipment of grain.
Pot carina; to make a tancy shot, you would poke straight from A to
hit. the ball at C. It would cost you 20 cents.
But the festive railroads make It cheaper for you to make a cushion
shot A to B ( cents) and li. to C (12 cents) at a cost of 18 rents.
And yet they screama limit confiscation of property every time rale legislation is mentioned.

PAINTS,

Wholesale Grocers

r.VARNISHES
Kclchcr

Thos.

what tho trouble was nn.i tlmn thnv
&TCO.
found that a bail wreck li.nl twn mr. Sole agents for Casino Canned Goods
rowly averted.
Jas. Heekln & Co.'s Coffees, Im
Without the nld of the wreoUlnir
bodens Granite Flour.
crew, the derailed engine was pulled
onto the track aealn.
Tho
set back a short distance and then
by the use of froirs anil the mhnr cn.
Groceries
Eine, the derailed locomotive was got
ten onio the track ngaln.
Hllleboro Creamery Butter Best on
ine work required hut. fifteen min
Earth.
ute. Then the
reeded on Its wav and arrive, i t Orders Solicited.
Free Delivery
MensoTi almost on time.
214 South Seeontf Street.

In

ms yams;

GROSS, KELLY & CO., INC

All Kindt of Frsah

latter was captured at terre Haute. considered almost miraculous.
Ind., and s now In the San Miguel
When the train was bronirht to n
county jail, coffin, in August of lHst stop the pasongers got off to learn

FAVORITISM IN RAILROAD RATES

Iffifisfr.

Meat Market

Hen Williams, one of tho best men
in the secret service of the Santa Fe
railw ay, is here today on business conpresence or mind, applied the air
nected with his department. Accomfind brought tho train to a standstill
panied by Sheriff Romero, of Lus Ve- after a hundred yards had been covgas, Mr. Williams has but recently
ered with one enirlno rnnnl
iter nn
Hia
returned from a "little chase" after a ties, mat tho derailed enginer did not
switchman, named O. E. Coffin. The turn over and cause n bail wreeu i

D. EMMONS

WHOLESALE AND RETAIL FURNITURE.
Cor. Coal Ave. and Second St. Both Phones.
West End of

THIRD STREET

For Sprains

-

PAOE SEVEN.

Lead Avenue and Firat Street.
Automatic

Phone

308;
Red 131.

CtIalbuquerqueIcarriage

CO.

OOCOCOCXXXXXXXDOCXX)OCXXXX

Colorado

RIO GRANDE LUMBER CO.

ing the rate affairs of great railroad
iruiuoraLions into t ne hands of a "poli- General Btrilding SgppUes
iie.n uuuy, says tne 1S Anne es Kx
Jires.
1
hope to see the United States
senate modlly the provisions of the
Both Phones
Third and Marquette
ui", Mr. mpiey said.
"In What resnect." he was nsl.-iPROPOSALS FOR HAIIV IWn-- t.
"Well. lo not think It safe to tilnco
the power to make railrnn.l r:ite in Jiient of the Interior. Office of Indian
Affairs. Washington, 11. C, February
the hands of a political hudv
temporarily. There is a possibility of 5, 1000. Sealed proposals, endorsed
iiiucn in it s n t he nmiu.siw "Proposals for Tlarn. 7.iini Snhofil v
1)111,
lie added. "However. I ktmnr Mexico," and addressed to the Com
and
nothing of the status of affairs In that missioner of Indian Affairs. Wnh.
ngton, I). C.. will be received at the
regard.
haven't been near Washing
OLD
H1CK0BY
PRESERVE YOUR HEALTH
ton ior quite a vh e."
Indian
office until 2 n'clorV
Knp
warm and mint tho cold
Mr. Rinlev then saiil thm ih Snnta .March 20, litoti. for furnishing and de
dan bj wearing a
re company would expend more than livering the materials and labor nec
$1.),IIOII,0()0 In improvements! tn the essary to construct and complete a
present fiscal year. "We have not ex stone barn at the Zunl Indian school.
w
w
. ,F'ost Kuvg
pended less than $6,000.0111) annnnllv iNew Mexico, In strict accordance
Frost Oucitv
with
Santa Fe Watch Inspector, Arthur ucts; to buy and sell coal and lumber jur several years In imnmvimr nr plans and specifications and Instruc
Chamois Vestj
Everitt, went to Lamy this morning on and to operate and maintain stcres, lines, he said. "The work now un tions to bidders, which mnv Im
iJ.Kurber&Co.
Mde ot chmol.Y,lBforwd
official business.
warehouses and other building.-- nec- der way is mostly in the way of better jned at this office, the offices or The
nannei-i ignt. aof t and com.
"
fortabla.
-essary for the carrying on of any or uaiiusi ana new roiling stock.
Citizen,
Albuqueraue.
u
XL:
N.
ImnmvnLike anrrthint aim In thla
J he work in connection with
C. W. Cook, Jr., traveling freight all icf tlie above objects. The sani'?
the ment Bulletin, Minneapolis. Minn.;
flora, t haflo voita aro guaranteed
and RETAIL.
jagent for the Santa Fe, is in the city incorporators are named in thj Trini-da- Texlco cut-owill be finished hv .Tulv Amorican Contractor.
glT entire
Chicae-o.
aalisfactloD.y
ill
Albuquerque, N. M.
on business with local shippers.
incorporation as are named in 1, he said. The operation of the pas Construction
Chicago.
News,
Ill .:
Fog Sale Dr;
other incorporations at different towns senger trains of the now tracks will Builders & Traders' Exchanges at
C. E. Perry, general foreman of the along
place LOS Angeles nearer tn r'hlennn St. Paul,
line
ana
the
Fe,
of
the
it
Santa
Minn.,
Minn.; The Williams
WHEN REPAIRS ARE REQUIRED.
.Santa Fe shops at Ias Vegas, was in is thought to mean that
otner city on the coast by Milwaukee. Wis., Minneapolis,
TTTTTrTITTnT!i7Vin'i;'l'M!Pi:i'rV
Co.
the Santa Fe man anynours.
Omahn
Voh
the city last night, having accompan- company Is going to embark
several
nuJiPimun Chi the Northwestern nnrl
rnni
Our
workmen will be foumi to be cain
the
BLUE FRONT STORE.
Manufacturers' Av
cago and Jos Anceles will ho rednpofi
ied his sisters, the Misses Bessie and
pable and thoroughly efficient. Whether
sociation. St. Paul. Minn.; the U. S. 117 W. Railroad Ave.
.Margaret Perry, who were en route to trades on a small scale, at least.
from six to eight hours, the cut-oBoth nhones.
only a new washer is wanted, oc
Indian Warehouses at 119 Woostcr
Jx)s Angelas for a visit with friends WAGE INCREASE ON
saving more than zuu miles' travel street,
something more vital or serious la to.
New
City,
York
205
Soutn
over
relatives.
present
and
the
route. Tho improve- Canal street, Chicago, 111.,
THE CANADIAN PACIFIC.
he attended to, In any branch of ther
602
South
ment
includes
A revision of wage schedules has
reduction in grades.
plumber's business, their services will
The Best Place to Eat- Seventh
street,
St.
Mo..
815
Louis.
C. V. Miller, connected with the
Sir.
Ripley
Is
Ixw
in
ninile for certain
Angeles
nf 1nl.rr
be promptly rendered, and the damHoward street. Omaha. Neb., and ?s
Baltimore & Ohio railroad, at Ash- on the Canadian Pacific, with tho re tne week, "partly oh business." for
In
age epeedlly repaired, at moderate
street, San Francisco,
land, Ohio, with his family, was a vis- sult that an aggregate increase of order to enjoy his vacation here to the Washington
.
charges.
itor in Albuquerque for a few hours $125,U(K) a year is made in tho waees fullest extent Mr. Ripley put. in the Cab, and at the school. For further
iM
4B
last evening, naving stopped over vu ' of trackmen and foremen. In general iiisl uay in conference with officials information, aunlv to Tlonirbia n
Graham, superintendent.
Zunl New
route tr notnts in California for a the step represents an Increase of of this division.
120 WEST fill WLTD
The
Mexif-o- .
C. F. Ijirrabee. AtW r.im
Heating &
visit with friends.
Ave cents a day to the section men
30TOOOOOOOCXXXXXXXXXXXXXD
nussioner.
ana
FORTUNATE
ten
cents
to
foremen.
ESCAPE
the
iut
the
A. S. Van Nest, an engineer for
Plumbing Company
advance means that the section men
A OR API
One Minute Couch Pure ranl.ilna nnt
Pintsch Gas company, which supplies will
to $1.55 a day and
FROM BAD WRECK an atom of any harmful drugs, and it Dealers In
Pullman sleepers with light, arrived the get from $1.40 from
Both
'Phones: Colo., Red 284;
Groceries,
Provisions, Hay.
$1.90 to $110,
foremen
has been curlne- roups, rnldo i.,nm
In the city, last night, from his head- and trackbridge
matic, 671.
Oraln and Fuel.
$2.83
the
to
foremen
'tlint
from
whooping
cough
and
so lone
it Fine line of Imported Wines,
quarters in Chicago and will spend a $3.25.
PASSENGER ENGINE LEFT THE
Liquors COOOOOOOOOOOOOCCCXXXXXXXD
The Increases apply to all
proven itself to he a tried and
XXXiXXXXXTXXXXtXXXXXXXXXXX;
day here looking over th.e local plant, lines
and Cigars. Place your orders for
RAILS AND RAN 100 YARDS ON has
from
Fort
to
AtWilliam
the
true
friend to the many who use it.
jn charge of J. T. Peterson.
N IM
I IN
this
line
us.
with
IVtHV IUn rl
WE
GIVE
TIES.
lantic coast,
va.vuH IkiiL.ui
neea io rear or your child choking
nnu
io
You best satisfaction
NORTH
THIRD
STREET.
In
mill
of
inspector
from croun with One Mlnnto fonc-FEED STABLES
S. I?. Coen, chief car
passengers
The
EASTERN
COAL
ROADS
work.
on
the
Zens,
August
first
section
Cure handy. Sold hy all druggists
Corner Second and Marquette.
the Santa Fe here, and
ENJOYED PROSPERITY. of No. 10, the west bound passenger,
ALBUQUERQUE PLANING MILL
ooooooocxdoocoocoocxxoooo
night for HI
an engineer, left ia-iyear
had
rpmnrlinhln
most
a
a
most
Last
escape
fortunate
wai
forea
this
Paso, where tJhey go to lestlfy in
cerrlllot
Amerlcmn Block
OOOOOOOOCXXXXXX300C)00000
one for the antracite carriers.
The noon, says the Tucson Citizen.
suit for damages brought by L. U. product,
But
for
of
good
the
the
anthracite
rarest
exceeded
fortune,
Smith, formerly a brakeman for the output
and CURE THE L UNCS
of any previous year. One the train would have been
Santa Fe in New Mexico, who lost a cause for
this was the two Tirpcerlino- and a bal wreck would have resulted.
rlftE
leg while in the employ of the com- hard
INSURANCE.
winters which helped to clean The passengers did not learn of the
WITH
pany about one year ago.
Secretary
km
Hiiiiriin
Mutual
up all stocks of the product, and an- uai.Ker uiuii it was an past.
tlon. Office at J.
Baldrldge's
The
train,
Lumwhih
was
other
possibility
trouthe
Alabor
of
says:
The
C. GRANNIS, Prop.
The Roswell Register
K
ber yard.
of
was bowling along ut a
Auto Phone, 311. Colo., 300 Red.
lbuquerque Citizen is publishing a bles this year. The effect of the ap- goodsleepers,
rate
of
Kneed
COKE
bevond
prehension
h
Pantnno
MILL
was
WOOD
consumers
worth
stockthat
are
Day and Night Hack.
M
series of pictures that
As the train was a heavy one, two a
m
mM. DRAGOIE
Albuqueraue.
M
while. They are blackboard illustra- ed their cellars with supplies suff- engines
New
Mexico.
Pries
KINDLING
were
to take it t
tions of the Injustice of railroad rates icient to carry them Into next winter's cal Summit. used
0UGHS and
Dealers In
60c &$ 1.00
xix x x irxxTxxxxxxxxxxxxxn
The front on.rlnn uml.
As the present winThey requirements.
all over the United States.
OLDS
Free Trial.
denly,
GENERAL MERCHANDISE,
without
apparent
cause,
ter
has
mild,
been
great
railroad
a
the
deal of this Jumped tile
show the rottenness of
l
track.
N. PEACH & CO.
will be available
Surest nntl
for consump
rate combination in all its unfairness.
Groceries, Cigar and Tobacco, .and
The engine bowled alonir
tho 4 THROAT and LUNG TROUB- - I
were
it
wishes
only
next
winter,
tion
and thus it cannot ties, making big
The Register
all
kinds
of
Fresh
REAL ESTATE
Meat
dents and swaying
BOTH 'PHONES
bo expected that the demand for an
nuini)ed to reproduce them.
300 North Broadway, Corner or Wash- Automatic 'phone, 6S5.DEALERS
violently. Both engineer!?, with quick
Office, 20)$
ington
ATenue.
ooociccxxxxyyyyxxxxxxxxxxM
ALBUQDERUE.N.
M.
i
West Gold Avenue.
Mr. and Mrs. Thomas Scully, of La
Junta, arrived in the city last nlgut,
A hnn nerniie their fu
anA will innL-""
nnTTrTlilW
mmmgpr
53S
ture home. Mr. Scully, who formerly!
BESSSS
Sty.
,MP
RrTm1tlt
aSHZ. egBsaggggggeesiMttgaefct ZSStTT
SSSkv Mt
nZSZ eSKBBllgggl39BW
JfjjfLjgL gJyggJa
gkjjfJk geegggSSSSSBeelB
g
Wmslllg3
was roreman or t ne store rooms or mo
Santa Fe in la Junta, will become
division storekeeper here upon the re-- ,
nioval of Storekeeper Custer"s office to!
San Bernardino, which will probably'
take place about March 1. Mrs. Scully
is a daughter of Colonel C. C. Minnis,1 ii
-- lQ South Arno street, this city.
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THE STATE WINS
GEORGIA

TAX CASE.

The supreme court of Georgia has
decided in favor of the state the suit
of the Central railroad of Georgia and
the Georgia railroad against the slate
cumptroller to enjoin him from the
collection or back taxes alleged lo ho
due by these systems for ownership
In the Western of Alabama railroad.
The Givngia railroad will pay alotit
$70,i)!m) on taxes extending
back to
IX'.i.V while the Central will pay only
lor for tbe year lftno.
Last i veiling the patrons of the
Santa Fe leading rionis were treated to some excellent vocal music, as
rendered by Misses Emma H. Dor-soand Pearl Thomas, of Peoria, 111.,
and Eloif--e Morgan, of De Kalb, 111.,
who are making a tour of the Santa
Fo reading rooms, and will continue
on to the coast, uncjer the personal
direction of Miss Alma Russer. daughFe
ter of the superintendent of SaDtilarge
reading rooms in the west. A
number of railroad men and others
as well, were present last evening and
tnoroughly n.i yed the efforts of the
voting ladies, which were excellent.

Ftrc
Located on the Belen
The

Cut-o- ff

iiirnoration have been

by representatives of
Hied in Colonel
the Santa Fe fur a JlMO.ono company
to engage m Tiiuidad in thd manufacture of ice, to buy. sell and deal In
milk, butter, tb'i and all. food prod

of The Atchison, Toneha

&

Belen is 31 miles south of Albuquerque, N M, at the
Junction of the Main Line of the Santa Fe system-lead- ing
Kansas City, Galveston and points east to San Francisco, Los Angeles, El Paso and

Santa Fe Railway
east and west from Chicago

Old Mexico

The Belen Town and Improvement Company Own the Belen Townsite

-

y
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CITIZEN

EVENING

a sprained ankle. The 'nrse r.in "n
to Railroad avenue where he was
badThe bug- - and linrncs.-- ly demolished.
About seventy members !' Company
,

LOCAL AND

PKUSOXAL

ACCUSED FORGER
IS AT

WEST RAILROAD AVEJ

DAY AND WEATHER.

Generally fair tonight and Thursday; warmer Thursday.

MEN'S BOX CALF SHOES
The Inner and
Strong, soft uppers, cut from full
The vampa are
outer sole are made of tough heavy
full length and lasted under the toe. Extra atrong thread It uaed
for the ttitching and we warrant them agalnt ripping.
for any man who wants
They make a very deilrable work-ahosomething strong without being clumsy. They also take a fine polish and look neat and dressy enough for Sunday wear.
tock Box Calf.
r.

e

Sun rose at 6:50 and will set at
5:39, making the sun light 10 hours
and 49 minutes long. The moon will
rise at 11:43; and tomorrow It will
enter upon Its last quarter. The day
has been bright, warm and delicious.
St Valentine never had a finer one In
Albuquerque. General Sherman, who
did more to end the Civil war than
any other general, Grant only excepted, died on this day In 1891.
Mrs. Mack Patterson of Trinidad in
in the city on a visit to friends.
A. Simpler, the South R.rond mreet

PLAIN TOE LACE
PLAIN TOE CONGRESS

Helen-Texlc-
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New Goods

o

iui-jui-

which
insures our customers receiving per
fectly fresh articles. We handle only
the best and most reliable brands of
every kind of food products, and sell
price.
them at
n rn

hpmtr rnnfifanr!v received

bed-roc- k

Fm

ochVNvm

Nos.

r.

South Second St

118 and 120

T. Y. Maynard

Geo. W. Hlcfcox

The

TROTTER

Go.

Hickox-Mayna- rd

NEW MEXICO'S LEADING JEWELERS
IT IS THE PLACE TO FIND EVERYTHING THE

THE BEST.

OUR WATCH REPAIRING

PARTMENTS IN CHARGE

AND

AND

OPTICAL

DE-

OF MEN OF HIGHEST QUALIFICA-

SPECIAL ATTENTION TO ORDERS

TIONS.

NICEST

BY

MAIL, AND

SATISFACTION GUARANTEED.

Sooth Second Street

The Arch Front

. . .

JUST IN

. . .

w hitman s Candies
The finest candy made at any price; absolutely pure; always fresh,
the purest of the
healthy and wholeaome. Choc dates and
pure.
bon-bon-

J, H. O'RIELLY

CO ,

Druggists

Lumber,

Barnett Building

sr'

Cement and Rex Flintkote
Roofing. Mail Orders Promptly Filled.

Friday and Saturday

Hold Y. L. McGee.
DID

NOT

CO

TO

Only

TEXAS

V. L. McGee, who it is alleged ha.s
swindled a score or more local mer
chants out of sums of money ranging
irom iu to 7i. has been traced to
El Paso and Constable James Smith
hns notified the authorities there to
arrest and hold McGee until he can
reach there and take him in charge.
.Mcuee secured two or three hundred
dollars ihere by means of forged
checks.
Jaffa Rr.Uhers, with whom McGee
traded. It would appear are also num
bered among McGee's list of victims1
for this firm has, it Is said, sworn outl
a warrant for his arrest on the charge
of forgery.
Mrs. McGee purchased a ticket to
El Paso last evening. For some mys-... . . .1 , rt . - ...
1. ..
111, lis
But?
It....!
iiv!r jr.
shnrilv lipforo train ttm nnd secured M
the money on It. The supposition iSjjH
taat she tumbled next to the fact thatj
by going to El Iaso she would at once:
put the authorities next to her hus-- .
band's hiding place.
It Is understood that little mercy
will le shown McGee and that each
person he passed the "queer" paper
on will individually prosecute him and
the grand jury will consequently in- diet the man on a dozen or move
counts. If convicted and sentenced on g
each indictment McGee will spend A
aliout. the remainder of his life behind
the prison bars.
Up until a late hour fhis afternoon
no
Constable Smith had received
message from El Paso.

EVERY

CO.

LUMBER

First and Marquette, - Albuquerque, N. M.
THE

EvEt ITT

Diamond

Palace

RAILROAD AVE.

Diamonds, Watches, Jewelry, Cut Glass, Clocks, Silverware.
your trade and guarantee A SQUARE' DEAL.

We invite

OF HIGH GRADE
PANTS
STORE WORTH $4.50 to $6.00

PAIR

POSITIVELY

IN

THE

TWO DAYS ONLY INCLUDES
PAIR IN THE STORE

ANY

s

I

Pair of Boys' Knee
Paints WorftlhiSOe and 75c
Special 25c a Fair
:
lOO

I

SIMON STERN

c"

vrivrtotQBoifci9QtotoioiOo

'

Smoked Meats

Lach-Schinke- n

THE BIRDSELL WAGON

s

t

"THE WORLD'S

IHWHITNEY COMPANY!

113-115-1-

17

North First Street
and Arizona.

South First Street
Wholesal Distributers for New

d

C

0,0000000

FIVE-ROO-

ALBUQUERQUE

1908.

dealer, is complaining these days
with an attack of the grip.
In
J. V. Key, the chief onKineer
cut-of- f.
charge of the
passed through this city this morning.
Mrs. Solomon Luna of Los Lunas
5
s
came in from the south this morning,
:
and vill remain until after the reception to Governor Hagerman.
Snow fell at Santa Fe Saturday,
The RAILROAD AVE.
Sunday, Monday and Tuesday and was
last
still coming down beautifully
-night as the late train left for AlbuCLOTHIER
querque.
Railroad
205
West
F. J. Houston.
avenue, is selling Bicycles at actual
cost for .the next ten days. He has
im
also reduced tne price on
pairing and bicycle sundries.
Dr. T. H. Dabney, who witTi Mrs.
Ilnbney and children reside here, will
soon J to Estancia and open a drug
store there. He recently filed on a
homestead claim near Estancia.
Mrs. Ida L. 1'lummer, deputy probate clerk, wishes The Evening CitiThe Six o'clock club of the Mctho-dlss- t.
zen to state that she is not a candiEpiscopal church will give a
vice
clerk,
as
date for the appointment
Westfalien Ham
studv and banquet Friday evening at
the death of James A. Summers.
Ham Sausage
7:3(" o'clock. M. E. riickey Is the
Gothaer Cervalat
Charles Thomas, a stone mason of
Tongue Sausage
Braun. Leberwurst
speaker. Dr. Harrison will preside.
this city. KTt last night for Bland,
Pork Sausage
"Unequal Taxation.'! Admis
Sardellen Cervelat
Tonic.
insuperintend
the
goes
to
be
where
Smoked Tongues
Frankfurters
sion, 21 cents.
stalling of a boiler for the mill of the
Salami
Goose Breasts
Keystone Mining & Milling company.
CORDOVA RESTAURANT.
E. L. Washburn, the well known
First class table board anu nice
clothier who has been liack in Chi
clean rooms, $5.50 per week, lor casn
cago purchasing spring and summer
We have the agency of the famous USINGER SAUSAGE and
only. 315 South First street.
stocks of goods, returned to the city
Meats. Thes good3 are equal, If not better, than those
Smoked
nn the delayed Dasseiiger train this
TOO LATE TO CLASSIFY
made in the Old Country. If ycu want the best, Insist on the
morning.
"USINGER BRAND."
Fresh shipments received weekly.
Frank Hall, the well known hard ,
ware merchant and plumber of Wins-lowFOR SALE Ten thousand gallon
is here on a visit to his sister,
cedar tank cheap. J. H. Heald. S0o
Mr. Hall will
Mrs. C. M. Foraker.
East Grand ave. Colorado phone 02,
probably return to W'lnslow tomorrow
three rings:
night.
FOR RENT
The funeral of Frank Durham, the
Full dress suits at E. I Washburn
colored man who died yesterday after& Co's.
noon at 12:40 o'clock, took place this
the
from
o'clock
2:30
at
afternoon
African Methodist Episcopal church.
The interment occurred in Falrview
o
cemetery.
MARYLAND'S GUARDS WILL
A young man named Ed. Keller, is
HOLD ANNUAL SESSION
carrying around a badly crippled right
Md., Feb. 14. The secBaltimore,
BEST."
hand. He is employed at the Ameriannual convention of the Mary
can Lumber campany plant, and on ond
Guard opened here at
last Saturday eot his hand in some land NationalRegiment
Armory today
machinery, with the result that the the Fourth
will remain in session two days.
thumb and index finger were badly and
As the state allowed transportation
injured.
to all officers on the active list, the
G. Shadrack has returned attendance at
Dr.
the opening meeting
from Chicago, to which city he accom- was unusually
large. The formal
Adelpatients.
Miss
his
panied one of
opening session will be this evening;
Allen,
C.
E.
daughter
of
Allen,
ine
addresses will be delivered by
formerly of this city. He reports that when
G. Hutcheson of the general
Cantain
the
from
his young patient benefited
UnitedStates army, and by Col.
staff.
high
road
journey and is now on the
E. Britton of the New York
Edward
to gocd health.
Among the speakNational Guard.
C. E. Starr, the job printer, is suffer ers on the program for tomorrow are
ing with 'his left eye. on the Duni. Captain William Halrd. U. S. A. (re
He denies that any local pugilist ianu- tired), and J. F. J. Archibald, who
od him a blow, but he does say inai, was a war correspondent
with the
on observing the eclipse the ether Russian army In the late war.
pinon
as
large
a
as
evening, a meteor
nut fell and struck him on the eye,
Why waste your valuable time on
thus putting that optic on the bum darning stockings? Buy the Black
proper.
Cat hotiery. They outwear any other
THE CUSHIONED DOUBLETREE SAVES THE HORSE'S SHOULDER.
Th. Imnerlal Laundry has well brand cn the market, look neat and
started on its big improvements. Stone fit well. We have all sizes, for men
has been hauled to the lot lor me women and children, and prices run
foundation, and masons will bo at from 15c to 50 per pair. C. Mays
work tomorrow. The front of the old shoe store, 314 West Railroad avenue
401-40- 3
building ha3 been moved back a few
feet, and a "false wall" put in no as
Ho:i. II. B. Fergusson will resjiono
not to hamper the workmen when to the toast "The Southern States at.
Mexico
thew iret at. work in dead earnest.
the Banquet of States to be given at
Harllng,
the
Ellen
Wrtrg for Wholesale Prices pn Plows and Other Farm Implements
the Congregational church February
riamrhipp nf Mr. and Mrs. J. W. Har 20th.
City.
Kansas
very
west
serious
of
largest
stock
The,
ling was the victim of a
1
accident the other day. While playing
FOR REM
in the yard with several or the little
neighbors, one of the boys in handling
tv,
iiv in nnrnc manner brought it
BRICK WITH BATH
W. L. TRIMBLE & CO.
down on her fact almost severing four AND GOOD BARN; NORTH FOURTH
toes. The Harllng family now reside STREET.
LIVERY, SALE FEED AND TRANSBRICK
at Estancia. They formerly resiuvu
HOUSES
FER STABLES
in this city.
WITH BATH; NORTH FIRST AND
Horses and Mules bought and ex
Miss Ora Wagoner ROMA AVENUE.
changeu.
driving
F. McCANNA,
P.
and Miss Mabel Rut ledge were
un- ROOM 11, GRANT BLOCK.
over the viaduct the horse became
BEST TURNOUTS IX THE CITY
managable and getting his iooi.
kicking,
the
Jewelry stock, at
GRAND BANQUET OF STATES.
the iiuu'uv shaft began
All sizes and value; watches, rings and general
Second street, between Railroad and
bargain rates.
voung ladies did what to them eeeimxi
Copper avniM!s.
0
tne
tJ
UNREDEEMED PLEDGES AT LOW PRICES.
0
At the Congregational Church, Februthe wisest thing and jumped
n'
.rrm,,,,i
MiH Hut ledge escaped so
ary 20, at 6:30 O'clock p. m.
MASK BALL! MASK BALL! TOini,.,.,i" hut Miss Wagoner was not
NIGHT, AT COLOMBO HALL, GOOD
feet
Dainty decorations, delicious dishes, FLOOR,
114 WEST RAILROAD AVENUE.
fortunate. In some .nanner her
MUSIC,
GOOD 2
GOOD
,.,n
i
in the lines and snt tantalizing
toastmaster,
responsive
on side street.
entrance
A
Private
sustaining reiwrtolre.s. Tickets ou sale at
PRIZES. GENTLEMEN 75c, LADIES
fell heavily to the ground,
anu
OO9OO9O0O9O9OOO9
.i.iiiiifui thouch not serious bruises
FREE.
shoe- -

CAP TOE LACE

Authorities There Have Been
Requested to Arrest and

WIFE

14,

SPECIAL

EL PASO

N'eW

riK

were out for drill duty Inst,
night and the company In spite of tlp
fact that theic are a number of "raw
whiprecruits" unlisted is fast being
ped Into good drilling snap- - by Captain Iluppe. Six new recruits were
fworn In last nitht. among thein being,
a bugler w'.io lias seen duty with tin.'
volunteer nrniv in the Philippines under Major Lnwton. Next month the
company will hold a competitive drU
at which tint" four sargeants and four
corporals will be chosen to fill vacancies. Kabkl uniforms ate to be Issued
to the members soon.
I'rof. Charles II. Keyes of Socorro,
president of the School of Mines, was
In the city last evening for a short
timcdt route home from a snort visu
In Santa Fe. Mr. Keyes stated that
Socorro had been having some bad
weather of late, but that while it was
disagreebale for the time being It
eventually meant good fortune for the
farmers as the outlook for plenty of
water In the spring Is excellent. He
also stated that conditions at the
School of Mines were the very best
and Mat ovtrytblng pertaining to the
school was movlug along satisfact
orily.
Dr. John Roger Haynes, of El Vado,
Rio Arriba county, is In the city, and
will probably return home tomorrow
morning, accompanied by Mrs. Haynes
and child, who have lieen here the
past few weeks visiting her parents,
Sheriff and Msr. Perfecto Armijo. The
sheriff hns been seriously ill at St.
Joseph's hospital with pneumonia, but
he is reported today as improving ana
his attending physician gives encouragement to bis many friends that, he
has passed the danger point. .
Hon. Stevan Canovan, assessor of
McKinley county, nnd one of the large
of the Gallup soft coal
coal
district, is pending a few days in the
city. Mr. Canovan says that ail of the
mines of the Gallup district are work
ing steadily and getting out a large
amount of coal. The strike of soft
coal miners, which Is expected to take
place on April 1, will not effect the
McKinley county mines, as n.3. union
miners are employed in the district.
A horse attached to a carriage belonging to V. H. Halm's coal yard be
came frightened at the minstrel parade this afternoon and though tied to
a post on Third street near Railroad
avenue, broke loose and swinging the
buggy
forcibly about smashed It
against a telephone pole and badly
wrecked It.
Two loys named Oapps a.nd Cecil
Phillips, the latter a son of Dr. Phillips, who dlsnpiieared from Albuquerque some time ago. are under arrest
for stealing a rifle belonging to a boy
companion and which they pawned at
H. Henjaman & Company's store on
Gold avenue.
Richards & Pringle's Georgia minstrel troupe1 arrived in the city late
this afternoon and paraded through
the business section of tho city shortly
before 4 o'clock.
Mexico,

VO '(314
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Money to

9fri
Loan

A

HENRY YANOW, the Pawn Broker

gO0OOOOOOOOOO

POUND SALE
A iKJiunl sale will be held Saturday
mortiing at 10 o'clock when a
horse with white lace and
white left hind foot will Ik? hold at the
city pound.
THOMAS MCMII.1.IV.
City Marshal.

that sells still continues

DRESS SUITS
For rent at B- 1 Washburn & Co's.
e
Special Any pair of men's nigh
grade pants, worth $4.50 to fO, Friday
..4:,. Simon
and Saturday only,
Stern, the Railroad avenue clo'ldcr.
Special Any pair of men's 'nigh
grade pants, worth 1 1. GO t. $C, Friday
and .Saturday only, $3.45. Simon
Stern, the Railroad avenue

r:,i

o

HARDWARE

RETAIL

.EiiTa

darl;-coloiv- d

w

2 WHOLESALE
S

C F. MYERS

I

Proprietors

WM. McINTOSH

do-bier- .

We

muastl fimve ir

SUITS 10.50. $12.50, $13.50 AND $14.75 IN BRIGHT, RELIABLE HEAVY WEIGHTS

f 19

Wct

Cold

mm
ASK TO SEE THEM.

E. L. WASHBURN CO.

p

FLORAL
PIECES P
When ia need of desii:.,
caslui..," call on us u:i i
you what we can do and
h 'w HKxienUe the eost.

IVES,

22
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Colo. Phone 197

Auto. Phone 185

rSOW IS THE TIME to buy your Heating Stoves. We are
v selling them out at actual cost.

f
INSPECT

4

the largest stock of Stoves and Ranges

AMD
CALL the
Southwest.

;.!

T

WEST SANTA FE AVENUE.
Auto Phone, 718.

21 S West Railroad Ave.
ALBUQUERQUE,
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NEW MEXICO
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Our Eastern Buyer, who is in the market at
Chicago, is sending us our new Spring stock
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